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Foreword–Leigh NugeNt

During my 28 year career as an on deck swimming coach and my last 
eleven years as National Youth Coach or National Head Coach of 
Swimming Australia, I have spoken to countless parent groups and 

individually with hundreds of parents of swimmers. For parents to effectively 
support their children in their activities, in this case the sport of swimming, they 
rely on information from those more experienced and knowledgeable in the field.

The obvious sources are the child’s swimming coaches, other experienced parents, 
former swimmers and others who have had a long term involvement in the sport. 
Preparing for the sport of swimming is very demanding on swimmers, coaches 
and parents alike but it is the parent who is the least equipped to cope with such 
demands and who needs help and support to assist them in understanding what 
is going on around them.

Parenting by its nature can be on many occasions a thankless task and this is 
consistent for the supportive swimming parent. It becomes easier to provide 
unconditional support when we as parents gain an understanding of what is 
required for committed involvement in the sport of swimming.

We can gain this understanding from parent workshops similar to those that I 
present in my travels around Australia along with private and group meetings 
with our children’s coaches and other experienced people in the sport. 

I recommend that as a parent that you seek information from knowledgeable and 
reputable people in the sport whenever you feel you need support or assistance.

To my knowledge there has never been published a resource such as “Swimming 
for Parents” available to the parents of swimmers. It fills a vacuum in information 
for parents which has needed addressing for many decades. 

Gary’s authority in writing this book is vindicated by his broad involvement in 
the sport as a—junior swimming champion, a champion age group swimmer, 
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an elite senior athlete including two years as an Australian Institute of Sport 
scholarship holder, a teacher of swimming, a coach of Victoria’s once most 
successful junior program, a multi-medal winning Australian Age coach, a head 
coach of one of Victoria’s most successful clubs, an organizer of Australia’s major 
swimming events, currently Chief Executive Officer of one of Australia’s most 
successful swimming clubs and now a parent of two junior swimmers.

The information in this book is invaluable to parents and will provide insight 
which will assist in the understanding of their swimming child at virtually every 
stage of their development as a swimmer and a person. 

It is a book which parents will keep in a prominent place for easy access for the 
remainder of their child’s swimming career. 

I for one will be recommending “Swimming for Parents” as a resource for 
parents at every opportunity.

LEIGH NUGENT

National Head Coach 

Swimming Australia Limited   
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iNtroduCtioN

For many parents having a “swimmer” in the family is not something they 
planned. Most swimmers begin in a learn-to-swim program and progress 
through to advanced lessons. From there they are asked to complete a 

couple of sessions in a junior squad and before you know it they are entrenched 
and absorbed by the sport of swimming. By this stage, parents begin to realise 
the commitment required by a swimmer to complete the necessary training and 
competitions offered in the sport.

As a swimmer I had the opportunity to observe my own parents first hand and how 
they managed me as a swimmer, and how they worked with, and communicated 
with my coaches. I was also fortunate enough to be coached by three of the 
most talented and experienced Australian swimming coaches—Julie Dyring, Bill 
Sweetenham and Leigh Nugent.

As a coach for more than a dozen years I worked closely with swimmers of all 
ages and have been directly involved in the introduction of parents to the sport 
of swimming. For a swimming parent, understanding the role of the coach, the 
role the parent is required to undertake, and the responsibilities of a swimmer 
is critical to ensuring a positive and successful experience for the whole family.

Yes, the whole family is affected by having a swimmer in the family and learning 
how to balance your time and other family member’s needs around the swimming 
schedule can be a challenge.

Over the years I have observed many parents who are introduced to swimming 
for the first time when their child is promoted to a junior squad. This book has 
been written to educate these parents and ones already involved with junior or 
teenage swimmers. It will assist parents to understand the many facets involved 
in the sport.

For most swimmers who train for competitions, the measurement of their 
improvement is through performance and this book looks closely at the many 

‘Swimming for Parents’ 
is a lifelong project 

that draws on many 
of my experiences 

as a swimmer, 
coach, swimming 

administrator and now 
as a parent of young 

children who enjoy 
swimming.
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different aspects to training and competitions in an effort to provide parents with 
a more complete understanding of the sport and what a swimmer is experiencing.

One of the aspects I love about swimming is that when swimmers compete, no 
one else can affect their performance. They have their own lane and no one can 
tackle them, bowl them out, hit the ball past them or affect their performance in 
any way. It is just the swimmer and the black line.

Children who choose to train and swim competitively learn so many life skills 
as they become more exposed to the sport. In general their grades improve at 
school, their time management skills improve and they learn how to win and how 
to lose with grace. They are introduced to goal setting and taking responsibility 
for themselves. They are also exposed to the concept that if you work hard on 
a skill and commit to doing something correctly over and over again, it will 
improve.

You will find some duplication in the pages of this book. Many times, a point 
made in one chapter will apply equally in another or will be reinforced later in 
the book. Rather than attempting to disguise it, I have deliberately repeated the 
principle if I felt it was important. 

My sincere thanks to the many swim coaches and swimming parents who have 
shared their experiences and made contributions to ensure this book is accurate, 
informative and based on real life experiences. Thanks also to all those coaches 
and parents who have read the first edition and promoted it widely to their peers, 
leading to an earlier than expected publication of this second edition. 

‘Swimming for Parents’ is a vital resource for all swimming parents and has 
been written to cater for each and every one of you. The one thing that I ask 
is that if you enjoy reading the book and benefitted from its contents, that you 
encourage your club to promote the book on their club website and encourage 
fellow parents to buy the book at www.SwimmingForParents.com.

If your club would like to promote the book to its members, in any country 
around the world, a new affiliate program is now available. All you need to do 
is promote the book on your website. See http://www.swimmingforparents.
com/resources/affiliates.html for more information. 

If you have any suggestions for inclusion in future editions please email your 
ideas to gary@swimmingforparents.com.  

My goal is to educate you 
and your family on how 
to get the most out of 
your involvement in the 
sport of swimming. 

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com
http://www.swimmingforparents.com/resources/affiliates.html
http://www.swimmingforparents.com/resources/affiliates.html
mailto:gary@swimmingforparents.com
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ChApter 1 

the beNeFits oF  
swimmiNg

It is no secret that learning to swim can save someone’s life and for many 
parents, ensuring their young children are safe in the water is a priority. 
Every child should be taught to swim and be safe in the water. Swimming 

lessons incorporating water safety are conducted in swimming pools all over the 
world and a majority of children begin their relationship with the water when 
they attend these classes.

Swimming is a wonderful sport and provides healthy recreational exercise to 
all participants. The sport of swimming is popular in many countries around 
the world. In Australia for example, the bulk of the population live around the 
coastlines of the country, near the sea. If you live away from the coastline, there 
are thousands of lakes, rivers, water holes, dams and other swimming spots that 
can be enjoyed. Every young child who is exposed to water, whether it be at the 
sea, lakes, rivers or the local swimming pool, must learn to swim and be safe in 
the water.

While many children begin swimming lessons to preserve their own life, those 
who continue into squad training and develop a strong swimming ability can 
play major roles in saving others. Whether it is volunteering as a lifeguard at 
the local beach, being paid as a Surf or Pool Lifeguard or just being in the right 
place at the right time, there are many stories over the years of current and 
former squad swimmers saving other people’s lives. The ability to save someone 
in the water is just one of many skills that children who continue in swimming 
programs possess.

The skills developed by participating in a structured swimming training program 
include improvements in discipline, commitment, dedication, time management, 

The sport of swimming 
has produced thousands 

of participants who 
have established and 

developed a multitude 
of skills that will be 

useful throughout their 
entire life.
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independence, taking responsibility, working together; and winning and losing. 
While for many involved in competitive swimming, winning and improvement 
are heavily valued at the time of participation, the life skills learnt by swimmers at 
training and competition will assist them for their entire life.

Participation in squad training will assist your child to be fit and combined 
with a healthy eating plan, provides them with the foundation for a healthy life. 
Swimming does not have the physical impact of many other sports. Running for 
example involves the jarring of muscles each time a foot lands on the ground. 
There is also no body contact in swimming leading to fewer injuries than 
participants in many sports. As each stroke uses a large variety of muscles, young 
swimmers will develop muscles evenly across their body including their arms, 
legs, shoulders, back and abdomen.

The longer a person swims in a squad the fitter they will become and their 
lung capacity will also increase which will help them to be successful in other 
aerobic sports like cross country running or rowing. There are many swimmers 
who have been successful in their school cross country events and other aerobic 
sports based solely on their swimming fitness.

Independence can be groomed in many ways. While swimmers at a young age 
will depend on their parents for assistance in packing their swim bags before 
training or competitions, parents should encourage their child to pack their own 
bags by the age of 10 years. By all means double-check they have everything for 
a few months but then leave it for them to do—all the time.

Swimmers should also be involved in what food they take to the pool and take 
responsibility for packing it. All swimmers should have a water bottle at the pool 
and they should take responsibility for filling it prior to training and refilling it 
as necessary. The number of times I have seen parents run to their child’s aid 
to fill their water bottle for them either before training or during training is 
disappointing. Let them take responsibility for this task.

Many swimming clubs will introduce swimmers to the experience of travelling, 
often starting off with a one day trip. These trips will expand to include an 
overnight trip to a weekend swim meet as a progression to participating in longer 
training-based or competition trips of three to eight days. Travel may occur 
within the State or Territory that you live in and expand to include interstate 
or even overseas travel. By this stage children should have a number of year’s 
experience packing their own bags for training, competitions and trips away, and 
looking after themselves on these trips.

One of the great aspects 
of swimming is that in 
a race, no one else can 
affect your performance. 
When a swimmer 
stands behind the block 
they are on their own 
and while this can be 
frightening for young 
swimmers, once they 
master the feeling and 
have control over their 
emotions and actions, 
it will give them a great 
feeling of independence.
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While early in a child’s development, swimmers may want the security of their 
parents being there for them at competitions, it is important that parents allow 
their child to become independent and travel by themselves with their Club team 
or Squad group by the age of 12 years. The independence and confidence gained 
by children from these experiences can be life changing for many children. 

Many children begin swimming because of problems with asthma. Their doctor 
advises them to do swimming and over time they develop a passion for the sport 
and continue with squad training and participating in competitions. Swimming 
is a great way to assist people of any age who have asthma.

There are many other benefits of encouraging your child’s involvement in 
swimming. 

While you are reading this book, remember that the ‘little picture’ in swimming 
is how well your child performs in the pool. The ‘big picture’ is what they learn 
from participating in the swimming and sport experience that will help them for 
the rest of their life.

Life Skills

Dr John Hogg from the University of Alberta, Canada made the following 
observations based on a study done on twenty-one Olympic swimmers. Although 
the direct reference is to Olympic swimmers, the two phases of learning and the 
progression from one phase to the next are applicable to the training of novice, 
junior and age group swimmers. 

There is also scientific evidence to suggest that regular involvement in physical 
activity enhances the growth process and physical performance of children. 
Energy is required for both growth and training and coaches should be careful 
to watch over their athletes at all times.

The skills of self discipline, self reliance and how to work as part of a team are 
also learnt by children involved in competitive swimming. 

Amongst the benefits from a well directed program the child learns how to win 
and how to lose, something that is very important in this sport. 

Swimmers have 
been found in many 

studies to be high 
in such attributes 
as independence, 

confidence, leadership 
qualities, sociability, 

punctuality, self 
discipline and are 

usually low in anxiety. 
The effect of swim 
training on school 

work has lead to most 
students claiming they 

are more awake at 
school and has lead to 
an increase in grades. 

Swimmers learn 
how to improve from 

making mistakes 
and being defeated 

and, as a result, turn 
temporary setbacks 

into long-term gain. 
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Winning and Losing

While every child needs to win sometimes if they are to gain satisfaction from 
swimming, the fact remains that in a 10 person or 8 person swimming race, there 
will only be one winner in each heat or final, so a majority of swimmers will not 
experience winning in each race. 

One should not be taught to win every time, or to be resigned to losing; rather, 
children and adults should be taught to expect both and to cope with both. 

Coaches and parents should remember that the occasional defeat is as important 
to an individual’s development as the occasional victory is. Some coaches avoid 
strong opponents when choosing swim meets. I do not agree with this. To limit 
a child to the field of victory is to deny the child the chance to develop the 
capability to deal gracefully with defeat or coming second.

Most coaches select swim meets appropriate for a swimmers ability level and age 
group. By competing at these selected meets, swimmers will learn how to win 
and how to lose. A good rule of thumb each season is to select competitions in 
a ratio as follows:

 ӫ 3 swim meets where a swimmer will be successful by winning medals or 
ribbons or receive some sort of reward. Winning is important and if a 
swimmer never gets to win or place they will never learn how to.

 ӫ 2 swim meets where a swimmer will have to work hard for success, swim 
fast to make a final or get the placing they would like.

 ӫ 1 swim meet where they are swimming out of their league, where the 
competition is fast and they have to work hard and focus on themselves.

This combination will provide swimmers with the experiences of winning, 
together with the challenge of tough competition and teach them how to focus 
on themselves when racing.

In his book ‘The Double Goal Coach’ (see www.SwimmingForParents.
com/books) Jim Thompson talks about displacing the win-at-all-cost model 
of coaching and parenting and replacing it with the “Double-Goal Coach who 
wants to win (goal #1), but even more importantly, is committed to using sports 
to teach positive character traits and life lessons to young athletes (goal #2).” 1 

1  Thompson, J., 2003, The Double-Goal Coach, HarperCollins

It is very important 
for young swimmers 
to learn that within 
defeat, there is often 
victory; an improved 
time, a personal best, 
the attainment of a 
short term goal or the 
contribution of points 
towards the team’s point 
score at a local swim 
meet.

“The real value in youth 
sports is teaching the 
kinds of character 
lessons that are learned 
from striving on the 
field—lessons that bear 
ultimate fruit years later 
in a person’s profession, 
values, citizenship 
responsibilities, and 
family life.”

 JIM THOMPSON

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
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In regards to winning, Thompson explains that “It would be nice if we lived in a 
non-competitive world, but we don’t. There’s nothing wrong with competition. 
Learning to compete effectively is virtually a necessity in our society… Trying 
to win holds the whole sports experience together. It creates the opportunity for 
great things to happen.” He is however totally opposed to the win-at-all-cost 
mentality that has come to dominate youth sports today. This book is a terrific 
read for coaches and parents and I can highly recommend it.

Another important skill learnt through the participation in swimming is time 
management.

Time Management

The time management skills learnt through your involvement in swimming will 
assist your child and you as a parent for the rest of your life. With the regimented 
training schedules that swimmers experience in their club or squad training 
programs, a swimmer’s time management is crucial to fitting everything into each day.

Swimming training is conducted primarily before and after school, work or 
university, so families need to allocate time to travel to and from training around 
their normal daily routine.

The training requirements for swimming mean that swimmers develop time 
management skills from a young age. Balancing school, homework, swimming, 
sleep and time with friends or participating in other activities can be quite 
demanding and most swimmers develop their own time management plan to fit 
everything into each day.

The established time management skills are very useful when swimmers are 
completing high school and university and assist them to coordinate study and 
swimming.

Equally important as managing your time for activities is allocating time to do 
nothing. Many swimmers will find ‘doing nothing’ difficult because they are 
always on the go. Rest, recovery and relaxation are equally as important to a 
swimmer’s development as training and school.

Ensure that your child allocates time for rest and recovery. 

It is important that we all learn how to use time effectively and goal setting will 
assist to achieve this.

Swimming successfully 
is as much about time 

management as it is 
about training hard. 

Fitting in training, 
schoolwork, rest and 
recovery and having 

some time to yourself 
is a difficult juggling 

act even for the 
most committed and 

dedicated athlete. 

WAYNE GOLDSMITH

These time 
management skills are 

often transferred into 
other areas of life, with 

a majority of former 
swimmers maintaining 
the time management 
skills developed when 

they swam and utilising 
them in their work and 

social lives.

Those times 
when your body is 
growing, adapting 

and developing are 
fundamental to 

swimming success. 
Allocate some time 

every week for recovery. 

WAYNE GOLDSMITH
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Goal Setting

Goal setting is something that a majority of swimmers are taught in their current 
swimming program. Accomplished swimmers and experienced coaches use goals 
on a daily basis to improve performance on the day, knowing that when it comes 
to competitions they will improve. 

The importance of setting goals is appropriately summarised by Michael Phelps 
in his book No Limits, The Will to Succeed (see www.SwimmingForParents.
com/books). 2

The setting of goals by swimmers of all ages is an important skill that will assist 
them to improve their swimming performance and provide them with direction. 
Goals can vary from improvements in stroke technique in each of the four strokes 
and improvements required to starts and turns, to time goals that focus on the 
outcomes of races. It is important at a young age that goals are measurable and 
time based goals are very popular for newcomers to the sport. Time based goals 
are useful up to the age of 12 or 13 years of age when more complicated training 
and process-orientated goals will take over. More about these later.

By writing down their goals, swimmers are taking the first step to achieving 
them. Swimmers are encouraged to put them up on the wall next to their bed or 
somewhere in their room where they will see them every day. Their goals will 
become part of their life. 

As a swimmer and coach who used written down goals to achieve the outcomes 
I was after, I am amazed at how few adults use goals themselves in their lives. 
Goals provide you with direction and without them, many adults and families 
go through life directionless and without purpose. Writing down your goals 
provides you with an anchor point that you can refer to over the short, medium 
and long term. 

I encourage you to start using goals, if you do not already, and encourage your 
children to use them, in their swimming and in all aspects of life.

2 Phelps, M., 2008, No Limits, The Will to Succeed, Simon & Schuster

“Every year since I 
have been swimming 
competitively, I have 
set goals for myself. In 
writing. The goal sheet 
was mandatory. I got 
used to it and it became 
a habit.” 2

MICHAEL PHELPS

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
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Friendships

The memory that a majority of swimmers will hold when they finish competitive 
swimming are the friendships they made and the people they met. Swimming 
does not discriminate and children from all corners of life come together to 
participate in the sport. 

Friendships are very important to swimmers and are one 
of the major reasons many children stay in the sport.

In junior squads, children will form groups of friends within the squad and start 
participating in activities together. They may also begin travelling to meets 
together, particularly if there is long distance travel involved. Friendships start 
forming in these junior squads.

Once a child begins morning training sessions, they bond quickly with many of 
the swimmers in their squad. The experience of getting up at 4:30am to attend 
swimming training is very difficult to explain to children and teachers at school. 
Many friends at school do not understand why someone would get up so early 
to go swimming or why they have to go swimming after school, rather than 
hanging out with friends. It is an experience only swimmers can relate to.
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The sport of swimming is quite demanding as children get older. They train more 
on weekdays and become involved in competitions on weekends. Friendships 
become a major part of the swimming experience and for most children the 
friendships made at swimming will surpass many friendships they have at school 
both in quality and length of time. 

Participating in swimming training and social activities with 
teammates can lead to life-long friendships.

On a social level, swimming friends understand when you have to train and will 
organise sleepovers or parties around their swimming schedule. Weekends with 
swimming competitions are usually no-go-zones and Friday night activities 
normally give way to an early night before Saturday morning training. 

School friends, unless they are very special, will often plan their parties, quite 
rightly, around their own activities and unfortunately these clash with swimming 
obligations at times. This can lead to children having to make difficult decisions 
on a regular basis especially when special occasions come up like 16th and 18th 
birthday parties.
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Teamwork

While swimming is primarily an individual sport, the team atmosphere and 
spirit of cooperation created by the coach in most swimming programs leads to 
team members working together to reach their goals. Because of the nature of 
most squads, between 4 and 15 swimmers may be training in any one lane. These 
swimmers work together to complete the sets and not get in each other’s way. 

Prior to each training session, swimmers will stretch together and assist each 
other with the dryland exercises that need to be completed.

In training, if a squad is using multiple lanes, swimmers will push off in waves. 
A wave is where a number of swimmers across the pool push off together, and 
then 5 or 10 seconds later another group of swimmers push off next to each 
other and so on. Swimmers will race each other, pace off each other, or compare 
components of their stroke, start or turn with each other, all the time while they 
are swimming. They work as a team to pass each other in the lane and complete 
challenging sets together.

Teamwork becomes very important when swimmers attend swim meets. There 
is no better feeling as an athlete than the knowledge your teammates are there to 
support you. When your name is announced at the beginning of a race and you 
hear people call out words of encouragement, it can provide a swimmer with a 
great boost in confidence.

Teamwork is also vital in relays. Young children should participate in lots of 
relays both in training and at competitions. Relays teach children how to work 
together and rely on each other, particularly when it comes to the changeovers. 

There are many benefits of being involved in the sport of swimming. For 
a majority of participants, these life skills are used for many years after they 
become involved in the sport. 

The next section in this book is about ‘The Swimming Parent’. For those of 
you have been involved in the sport of swimming for some time and understand 
the common language used by coaches and swimmers you are welcome to read 
on. If you are new to the sport, may I suggest you have a quick look now at 
Appendix One—‘The Language of Swimming’ where all the common terms 
used throughout the remainder of this book are explained. You can then return 
to ‘The Swimming Parent’. 
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the swimmiNg pAreNt

Parents play a very important role in support of their child, particularly 
if their child chooses to swim competitively. Parents provide transport, 
clothing, equipment and funding for the athlete.  Swimming parents also 

have the opportunity to develop as an official or donate time towards the club 
committee or for the club generally. These roles are all a part of being involved 
in sport.

So, what are the key responsibilities of a parent who has a child who is participating 
in swimming? To assist you, I have listed a number of these below.

 ӫ Ensure that swimmers arrive for their training session on time every 
time. 

 ӫ Ensure you arrive and collect your child from training on time every 
time so that the coach does not have to wait back.

 ӫ Ensure swimmers arrive at each session with all their swimming 
equipment that they have packed!

 ӫ Advise your child’s coach of any non-attendance at training or a 
competition due to injury or illness.

 ӫ Communicate with your child’s coach when your child is ill, unfit or 
injured.

 ӫ Provide your full support to the coaching staff at all times.
 ӫ Be polite to all venue staff at each pool your child trains in.
 ӫ Do not come onto pool deck during a training session to talk with the 

coach. Speak to the coach either before or after the session, or better still 
encourage your child to communicate as much as possible with the coach.

 ӫ Do not coach your own child at training or at a competition. This is 
what the coach is appointed to do.

 ӫ Limit telephoning coaches as much as possible and never phone the 
coach after an afternoon / evening session workout. They need some 
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time to themselves to focus on their own life and are often weary after a 
training session.

 ӫ Be proactive in your support of the Club’s committees and their efforts 
to assist all children in the Club.

 ӫ Check your Club’s website, emails, newsletters and notice boards 
regularly for all current information on the Club and its activities.

 ӫ Remain aware of the Club’s policies including Member Welfare and Child 
Welfare Policies. These are normally found on your Club’s website.

 ӫ Promptly pay your child’s annual Club membership fee.
 ӫ Always pay your squad training fees and any other expenses on time.
 ӫ Always ensure your Club has your current contact details.
 ӫ Provide unconditional love and support for your child at all times, 

regardless of performance.

As parents we are expected to be experts however we are provided with no formal 
training. Once you have children, you are committed forever. Part of parenting 
is making mistakes and you can’t beat yourself up about any mistakes you make 
because you will make some.

A small percentage of parents don’t know any better and treat their child the 
same way they were treated when they were young. It is all they know. You still 
see some parents berating their child after a poor performance or talking to their 
child prior to a race, providing them with race instructions that conflict with 
the message being provided by the coach. These mixed messages often lead to 
poor performances. Some parents may over-train their child by making them do 
additional sessions away from the team or participating in other dryland training 
that is not part of the formalised program.

These parents are either doing what they think is right, because they don’t know 
any better or have chosen to increase the pressure on their own child by acting 
in this way. From my experience an overbearing parent who pushes their child 
to train and compete without giving thought to the child’s own enjoyment and 
feelings will end up disappointed because it is most likely that their child will walk 
away from the sport. In many cases this could have been avoided if the parent had 
sought assistance or taken notice of feedback provided by the coach or parents 
around them. Their actions also place considerable pressure on their child. 

If you are struggling in a situation, seek some experienced and well-informed 
assistance. The coach is often a good port of call, especially if they have had 
experience with the development of teenagers. Other options may be to talk 
to the experienced Head Coach, a school teacher or counsellor, or parents of 
swimmers who may be slightly older and you see as well-balanced.

Parenting is the most 
difficult and challenging 
job in the world. We 
need a lot of skills as 
a parent which no 
one can really teach 
us, as every child is an 
individual and has their 
own idiosyncrasies. 
Sometimes, the 
experience we get at the 
time is too late. 
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Being a parent of a swimmer can be a fantastic ride, particularly when your 
son or daughter is happy with their progress and enjoying their involvement 
in the sport. It can also be very challenging at times, particularly if you have 
expectations that your child has not met.

Dealing with teenagers is very similar. They are individuals and have their own 
thoughts on what they should be doing. They are growing to be adults and 
make decisions on the direction they take forward and that’s what we want them 
to do. There are times however that we don’t want them to do some of the 
things they do, and in many ways, that’s our problem. There will be times when 
teenagers make their own decisions, that we may not agree with and this may 
lead to disagreements with them.

Swimmers are raised in a very disciplined and regulated environment and this 
is what many parents like about the sport of swimming. They know where their 
children are, they are participating in a sport that is healthy and they are being 
overseen by people with good character and ethics. They are enjoying a sport 
that also teaches them skills for life. 

A bonus for competitive swimmers is the friendships they make and for many of 
them these friendships last for life.

Many parents see that swimmers, by their involvement in training and 
competitions, are not as exposed to many of the undesirable things happening 
in society today. This is another reason why swimming is so attractive to many 
families.

The facts of the matter are that the temptations in life are out there anyway and 
it is your child’s character and ability to make the right choices and not to be 
influenced adversely by their peers that is important.

Many of the lessons learnt in swimming, if supported appropriately with a child’s 
upbringing will assist in their development and decision making.

Teaching Independence

For a majority of parents the swimming journey starts at the learn-to-swim level 
with the parents responsible for feeding their children, travel to and from the 
pool, bringing their bathers, goggles and a towel, drying them; basically doing 
everything for them.

If you place pressure 
on your child, and 

deep down you 
will know it, make 
the change in your 

attitude and relieve 
the pressure now for 

the sake of your child 
and their enjoyment 

in the sport.
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As children advance through swimming lessons and join Junior Squads, there is 
an element of responsibility that the child must take on themselves at some point 
in time; otherwise they will not survive in this sport or in life. 

So, when is the right time for parents to stop helping their child in various ways? 

Once your child gets involved in junior squads and they start swimming 2 to 3 
times a week it is time to start supporting them to become independent. You no 
longer need to pack their goggles, pack their towel or pack their swimming bag. 
They need to become responsible for their own preparation of what they need 
for training and competitions.

The child should be responsible for their swimming bag and training or skills bag 
at every session. For example if the child has a training or skills bag containing 
their pullbouy, kickboard and flippers, it is their responsibility to take it from 
home to the pool and to collect it after each training session and take it with 
them when they leave the pool. If you are in the habit of going onto pool deck 
after each training session and picking up your child’s training bag or water 
bottle, then stop it now. They need to take on this responsibility.

By the age of 8 years, your child should be able to go to the change room after a 
session and have a shower, wash their hair if they need to, get changed and pack 
their own bag.

As parents we want children to have positive experiences throughout their life 
so that they get greater enjoyment and develop character. While parents do not 
want children to have negative experiences, an inconvenience along the way can 
provide a great learning curve. 

If your child forgets to pack their bathers or goggles or a cap one day, let them 
survive without them. They will never forget again.

One goal for every parent should be to make their children self-sufficient as early 
as possible and for their child to become less reliant on them as parents. This has 
to happen fairly quickly in swimming, especially when children compete at swim 
meets. Competitions are similar all over the world. Only the level of competition 
changes and the parenting role at these competitions doesn’t really change very 
much. 

Parents will often be the taxi to and from swim meets and this is a great time for 
the two of you to really bond. 

Inconvenience is 
a great way for 
children to learn. 
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There are many things however that the child will have to do by themselves. 
These include completing a warm-up, speaking to their coach prior to their race, 
marshalling on time, competing in the event, swimming down if required and 
speaking to their coach to get feedback on their race, before they come back to 
see you. 

The child needs to develop independence early to be able to complete all of 
the tasks listed above. A parent cannot come down and sit with their child in 
the marshalling area at competitions. A parent cannot walk out with their child 
on pool deck. The child needs to be able to look after themselves. Children as 
young as 7 years take part in some of these competitions, and yes, they can do it 
themselves. By all means guide them in the direction of the marshalling room 
the first couple of times however then let them marshal themselves.

It is rewarding as a parent to have a child that can look after themselves and 
wants to be independent. As parents we have an obligation to assist them to 
develop their own independence.

The Parent / Child Relationship

A strong parent / child relationship is very important.  
Being able to share experiences together can be a lot of fun.
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The parent / child relationship is critical in every family and takes a lot of work 
from both parties. There is no handbook on how to raise children and every 
family and relationship within a family will be different. The ultimate goal from 
my point of view is for parents to build a lifelong relationship with their children.

For children who swim, a strong parent / child relationship is very important. 
In many cases you will spend a lot of time together travelling to and from 
swimming pools for training and competitions. This provides you with a 
fantastic opportunity to build and maintain a strong relationship with your son 
or daughter. Many parents would love to spend more time with their children 
where they can talk and discuss what happened that day and many other topics. 
Swimming parents have this opportunity.

Every child will develop at a different rate. Some will develop early and others 
will develop later and in many ways we have no control over a child’s growth and 
development. One attribute that all parents of sporting children need is patience 
and truckloads of it. Be patient with the development of your child and be there 
for them in their times of need.

Providing a foundation of love and support for your children is 
critical to their development and your happiness as a family.

The key to establishing 
and maintaining a 
strong parent / child 
relationship is to love 
your child regardless 
of their performance. 
By providing this 
unconditional love, you 
will build the foundation 
for a strong relationship 
for many years to come.
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“Like a gymnast’s spotter or a hire-wire acrobat’s safety net, the secure base of 
support you give your child allows her to take on the challenges that are essential 
to learning; she knows you’ll be there for her whether she succeeds or fails” 3 says 
Deborah Stipek in her best selling book Motivated Minds: Raising Children to Love 
Learning (see www.SwimmingForParents.com/books).  

Providing Support

It is vital in the sport of swimming that parents’ support their child at all stages of 
their development. Your child will have good days and bad days, days when they 
will train well and days when they will train poorly. They will have days where 
they swim personal best times in every event and on other days they will swim 
well outside their best times. Regardless of the outcomes and performance levels 
in training and competition it is important that you support your child.

This support is especially important if swimmers are going through a bad patch, 
or things aren’t working out for them. The social side of swimming is very 
important, with many swimmers creating life-long friends throughout the years 
of training. At times, these relationships or peer pressure from school friends 
may affect your child. Be there for them, listen to them and provide advice as 
you see appropriate.

For any of you who own a dog, you will know that if you praise your pet for 
the slightest improvement, they will continue to learn and improve. Animal 
trainers have been using this technique for centuries. Dale Carnegie in How to 
Win Friends and Influence People (see www.SwimmingForParents.com/books) 
explains “Why, I wonder, don’t we use the same common sense when trying to 
change people that we use when trying to change dogs? … Why don’t we use 
praise instead of condemnation? Let us praise even the slightest improvement. 
That inspires the other person to keep on improving.” 4 Remember to praise 
your child and provide them with continual encouragement.

In the sport of swimming, it is recommended that parents take an active interest 
in their child’s participation through providing the child with basic necessities 
such as the finances and the transportation needed in order to train and compete. 
Parents also need to provide the daily love, care and encouragement that a 
child needs. It is of paramount importance that swimmers are encouraged and 
supported whether or not they are perceived to be a success or failure. 

3 Stipek, D. & Seal, K., 2001, Motivated Minds: Raising Children to Love Learning, Henry 
Holt & Company

4 Carnegie, Dale; 2006, How to Win Friends and Influence People, Random House Group

Parents need to ensure 
that they are not 

re-living their youth 
and perhaps a lack of 

achievement through 
their children.

Parents must also 
control the degree to 

which they become 
involved with their 

child’s participation in 
competitive swimming. 

A parent should 
not place greater 

importance on the 
child’s performance than 

the child does. 

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
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Parents should focus on their child’s effort rather than the overall outcome of 
the event. Teach children that an honest effort is as important as victory, so that 
the result of each race is accepted without undue disappointment. Coaches teach 
swimmers to focus on the process and the outcomes will look after themselves. 
Parents should follow this lead.

Communicating a parent’s acceptance of their child regardless 
of achievement is very important to all children. 

Educate your children that that they are not valued more or less important by 
achievements such as medals, placings or personal best times. Obviously these 
are the best outcomes but if a parent makes more fuss over a positive result and 
reacts badly over an average result it puts increased pressure on the “achievement” 
rather than “trying your best”. 

Communicating a parent’s acceptance of their child regardless of achievement 
is very important to a swimmer. This allows the relationship between the coach 
and swimmer to develop and takes pressure off the parent/child relationship.

Another example of an area where support may be required is when children first 
start competing. When a child is young they may need guidance to get to the 
marshalling room. The marshalling room is a room where swimmers are sorted 
into heats and lanes so that they are ready to walk out when their event and heat 
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is up. Swimmers from the same club or alternatively the coach or team manager 
are the best people to take a child to the marshalling area for the first time. Once 
a swimmer enters a marshalling room, parents should stay well clear and let the 
swimmer focus on their race. 

From experience, parents who pull their children out of marshalling rooms to 
discuss tactics or try to continually motivate their children put undue pressure 
on them. While a below par performance often results in a one-off situation, the 
detrimental effects of a parent being too involved in their child’s swimming over 
the long term can lead to the swimmer retiring from the sport prematurely. I 
have seen this happen many times in the past 20 years and it is a shame because 
most of these kids go from loving the sport to wanting nothing to do with it.

Parents who involve themselves in talking to children about their races prior 
to the race will often confuse them because they will have already received 
race instructions from their coach. This leads to the swimmer receiving mixed 
messages and often leads to a performance below what they are capable of. Leave 
the race instructions to the coach.

Each swimmer will prepare differently before a race. Some will like to socialize 
with the other swimmers both in the grandstand and in the marshalling room. 
Others will keep to themselves, listen to music or choose to sit alone, and this 
is fine too. So long as the swimmer is able to focus on their race when the time 
comes, each child’s preparation may be different. 

If the swimmer makes a mistake or has a poor race, the swimmer’s coach will 
make the swimmer aware where he or she went wrong, and as such, the swimmer 
requires support and understanding from their parents, rather than additional 
advice. 

Parents must remember that it is the swimmer’s perceptions of their actions that 
will affect the swimmer and not the intentions, as good as they might be, that 
were behind their actions.

Parents should never discuss races with their child in front of other children and 
particularly not in front of fellow competitors. A parent’s comment can be easily 
misinterpreted and can affect other children.  This is unfair, unprofessional and 
should not be tolerated in any program. 

Wojtek and Ewa Klim put it simply in Raising Champions (see www.
SwimmingForParents.com/books) when they talk about their son Michael. 
“There’s a delicate line between what you see as support and what could be 

If a parent is 
disappointed in a 
swimmer’s time, 

place or effort, 
the swimmer will 

more than likely 
be ten times more 

disappointed. 

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
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perceived as pressure. The pressure comes by itself; when there’s a big 
competition we don’t need to say anything in words—pressure comes whether 
Michael wants it or not.” 5 

Support becomes even more crucial when your child experiences the emotions 
of success and disappointment. 

Managing Success and Disappointment

Success and disappointment go hand in hand. There are more disappointments 
in this sport, and most sports for that matter, than there are stories of success. 

Young swimmers will often achieve a lot of success due to the learning of 
new skills and natural growth and development. As swimmers get older they 
experience the roller coaster of performance with highs on some days and lows 
on others. It gets harder for them to improve because they are getting closer to 
their terminal velocity. 

For swimmers aged 18 years it is much harder to take off ½ second than it is for 
a 9 year old. Often we see older swimmers who have not swum a personal best 
(PB) time for many years. Grant Hackett from Australia is a classic example, 
swimming PB’s in 2005 and not swimming another PB until 2008. Many parents 
believe that PB’s are the most important thing, however as you get older they 
become harder and harder to attain, even by the best swimmers in the world.

Measuring a swimmer’s performance by using personal best times when they 
are 15 years and over can be a chain around their neck, especially if their times 
plateau out or they are going through a stage of regression, where their times are 
not improving. The swimmer may not be capable of going a PB in that period 
of their life. 

It takes experience to determine whether personal best times are an appropriate 
measure of success or not. PB’s become less frequent for swimmers over the age 
of 15 years (or around about this age) and the increments of improvement get 
smaller as the swimmer gets older.

From the age of 13 years, achieving the process is a better indicator of success 
than personal best times. Unfortunately with the competition structure around 
the world, outcomes or results continue to be the focus; however those swimmers 

5 Coates, Philippa; 2005, Raising Champions—A Parent’s Perspective, Lothian Books

Personal best times 
are an appropriate 
measurement of success 
for swimmers aged 8 to 
13 years however they 
are not so appropriate 
for older swimmers. 
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who focus on the process are usually the ones who achieve the best results and 
most improvement.

Dealing with disappointment is another skill that parents need. We all have 
expectations of ourselves and our children. Swimmers have expectations of what 
they want to do and some of these expectations can be a handicap. If coaches or 
parents place another expectation on top of them it can be almost unbearable for 
some and will possibly weigh them down. 

Expectation is really about outcome. It is about what result you are going to 
get. We set expectations when we set our goals, so the goal-setting process is 
important.

If a swimmer thinks about the outcome, for example “I am going to swim 1:07.2 
today” or “I’m going to win the gold medal”, they usually don’t achieve it because 
they do not focus on the process of what they need to do between the start and 
the finish, to achieve the goal. A swimmer’s thought process should be about 
HOW they are going to do things. For the swimmer it’s about focusing on the 
process. This will more likely provide them with the result that will satisfy the 
expectation. 

So when we are disappointed, there is an element of not achieving the expectation 
or the outcome. Many teenagers in particular then believe that everyone is going 
to think “I’m hopeless”, because teenagers exaggerate their emotional talk. They 
are not going to feel good and there is nothing that their parents can say that 
is going to change that. The only thing that changes the way they feel is time, 
and their own rationalisation. So, in most cases, you are better off to leave them 
alone.

On the way home from swim meets where your child is very disappointed, you 
may be tempted to give them some positives, like “Your turn was very good” or 
“You finished well”. Just give them time. They may be silent for a long time and 
you may feel uncomfortable, but this is normal. Leave them alone, let them calm 
down and they will be okay in the end. Expectation can be a heavy burden.

When they want to talk, there are a number of questions you can ask them, if 
you dare! These include:

 ӫ How did you feel you swam today?
 ӫ What feedback did your coach provide you today about your swims?
 ӫ What was the best part about your race today?
 ӫ Who did you catch up with at the meet today?

Swimmers must make 
sure that they keep 
a distance between 

expectation and 
process; they must get 

the process right. 

Once swimmers 
have set their goals, 

they need to leave 
them alone and 
get on with the 

process; otherwise 
expectation and 
outcome are too 

close together.

It is important to 
remember that 

the character and 
behavioural aspects 

of our children are 
our achievements. 

The performances of 
our children are their 

achievements, 
 not ours. 
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In the end, we as parents are about what our children become, who they are, 
what they stand for and what their values and beliefs are. In the end, we are 
going to love them anyway and you need to tell them that on a regular basis. 

And, for those parents who were reasonable athletes or not quite at the level 
they wanted to be, you can’t afford to live your goals through the achievements 
of your children.

Performance and Enjoyment

In competitive swimming you must be committed. Performance and enjoyment 
are both important and we all know the sport costs money. You can’t avoid that. 
It happens in all sport.

For many swimmers and their parents, performance is what they are after. 
They believe that if they invest their money in training and competition and 
the athlete makes the necessary commitment to do everything as well as they 
can, they will get the performances they are after. This may happen for a short 
period, however over the long-term, performances often plateau.

A swimmer may perform at a National level and look like being a future 
champion, however unless they enjoy the sport it is unlikely they will continue 
to swim as an open athlete.

Financial Considerations

As swimmers reach a higher level in the sport it does cost more money to 
maintain them. They will train more often leading to increased training fees, 
they will train often under the guidance and expertise of a paid coach and they 
will attend more competitions and swimming trips, which drain the dollars a 
little more.

There is no guarantee in swimming that by spending money on the sport, your 
child will get results. You do however need to spend some money for training 
fees, equipment, fuel and competition expenses to enable your child to enjoy the 
involvement and opportunity in the sport.

Parents will incur a variety of costs when their child participates in swimming. 
The employment of a coach and access to lanes at the swimming pool are the 
two core costs to running a squad training program.

It doesn’t matter what 
time your child swims in 
a race, it should never 
change the way you 
feel about them. Never 
determine the level of 
love or affection you 
have for your child based 
on how fast they swim.  

If you are only looking 
at performance you 
will probably miss the 
enjoyment and possibly 
short-circuit your child’s 
swimming career. 
Enjoyment is critical if 
a swimmer is likely to 
continue in the sport of 
swimming.  
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Parents will be asked to contribute to these costs in two main ways. Annual Club 
membership fees are determined by the Swimming Club each year and may 
include a portion that is payable to the National Swimming Organisation, State 
Swimming Association or Local Swimming Committee (USA). These fees assist 
the running of the membership organisations and the conduct of your Club’s 
social and swimming events.

The second main cost for parents is the payment of squad training fees. The 
payment schedule for these fees will vary between weekly, monthly or term 
payments depending on your club’s policy and will often increase as your child 
moves up squads and becomes more involved.

There are many other financial considerations to be aware of as your child’s 
commitment to swimming increases.  As the number of sessions your child is 
required to attend increases, so to does the cost of fuel. Swimmers participate in 
a variety of swim meets ranging from Club to local district to State to National 
level and there are increased costs for participation at each level. Travel to swim 
meets and accommodation expenses are incurred if you attend a multi-day swim 
meet. Each swim meet normally has an entry fee and these fees can accumulate 
rapidly if your child competes in many events at each meet and at multiple swim 
meets each season.

Each year many new swim suits hit the competitive swimming market and many 
parents feel like they should offer their child the opportunity to race in the 
newest swimsuit available. These suits can cost anywhere from $100 to $600 and 
in many cases can only be used for a limited number of swims. For many families 
these suits are out of their budget range and for those who can afford them it 
comes down to choosing which one to purchase. It is important to ensure that 
any racing suits purchased for major competitions are FINA approved. FINA is 
always reviewing their policy in regards to competitive swim suits and what is 
allowed and not allowed will continue to evolve over time. Keep the current suit 
rules in mind when you buy the next suit for your child. 

Most Clubs or Teams have uniforms and swimmers are encouraged to wear 
the uniform to swim meets. There is also the need to purchase the equipment 
required for workouts including a swimmer’s own kickboard, flippers/fins, hand 
paddles as well as the necessary bathers, goggles and swim caps.

Swimming can be an expensive sport however in my opinion the rewards of 
seeing your child develop along with the experiences gained from participating 
in the sport, far outweigh the financial expenses.

Ultimately you will 
end up buying the 

best swim suit you can 
afford for your child.
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Volunteering

As a parent of a swimmer involved with a swimming club, there will be many 
opportunities for you to volunteer your time to assist with the running of the 
club. Parents are crucial in swimming and the conduct of swim meets and social 
activities rely heavily on volunteer involvement.

There are many areas that parents can assist when it comes to volunteering some 
of their time. Timekeeping at swim meets is required so that all swimmers receive 
their time at the end of their race. If your club is asked to provide timekeepers, I 
encourage every parent to take their turn and put their hand up to assist. 

Volunteering as a team manager can be very rewarding. Team 
managers play a major role in assisting children in swimming clubs. 

There are many other roles that volunteers can nominate for based around 
swim meets. These range from being team managers, to records officer, to club 
competition coordinator and district / region or club representatives.

Most swimming clubs also have a social or fundraising committee. Parents who 
enjoy being involved in social activities or have experience in fundraising are 
encouraged to participate or help coordinate these activities.
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Some clubs allocate families a certain number of hours each year that they are 
required to volunteer. My general thoughts are that the more you try and impose 
regimes or methodologies to attract volunteers, the more frustrating it becomes 
for the coordinators and some parents. 

What does seem to have some correlation is that “success brings support”. Most 
of the volunteer support comes from the parents with swimmers competing at a 
National level or parents of the more successful juniors. If Club’s could somehow 
instill a broader appreciation of what “success” is, for example not just winning 
medals but gaining life skills and having fun, then maybe Clubs would attract a 
different mix of parents for volunteer positions.

While ‘success brings support’ it can also be said that ‘support brings success’. It 
is very beneficial for children to see their parents volunteering their time towards 
the sport that they enjoy. Life is not all about working hard and earning money. 
Participating in your child’s sport as a volunteer can provide many gratifying 
experiences. Children will learn a lot from watching their parents being 
involved in their sport and will often go on to volunteer when they are adults.
By volunteering, children feel like their parents are supporting their involvement 
and enjoying the sport. Involvement as a volunteer also helps parents to meet 
other parents of children in the same club and other clubs and can lead to many 
friendships over time.

Regardless of whether your club does or doesn’t have a system for volunteer 
participation, I strongly recommend that all parents take an active interest in 
their child’s involvement with swimming. This includes volunteering at swim 
meets and other activities including social functions and fundraising activities.

Parent Etiquette

For new and existing swimming parents, understanding how to act around the 
training pool and at competitions is important. 

When your child moves from swimming lessons into a squad it is normal to want 
to watch your child so that you get an understanding of what they are doing in 
each training session. You can also observe how the coach works with the group 
and with your child. Once you watch a few sessions, you will realise that every 
session is quite similar in structure and you can then start dropping them off and 
coming back later to pick them up. Let your child know that you will take them 
in, and then you have a couple of errands to run or need to do something for 
yourself, and will then return.
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Whether you stay or not at the pool during a session will of course depend 
on a number of matters, including the location of the pool in relation to your 
home, the time of day training is being conducted and whether you need to 
transport other members of your family to their activities while your child is 
swimming. If you do drop your child off, ensure you occasionally watch training 
or at least attend the last 15 minutes of a session so that your child can see you 
are interested in their swimming.

Having said all that, it is important to watch a good chunk of the occasional 
session every now and then, particularly if you can do so without your child 
knowing your plans. Over many years as a coach I observed children who did 
not concentrate or did not try throughout a session, or others who may be short 
lapping or hiding under lane ropes and would be spoken to time and time again 
throughout a session. As soon as their mum or dad arrived to watch the last 10 
minutes they would modify their behaviour and start swimming really well. On 
occasions I would ask parents to stay and watch the whole session and more 
often than not, the child would train better than they ever had.

Another reason to watch the occasional training session is to gain some 
understanding and awareness of how your child is performing. When it comes 
time to move swimmers from one squad to the next, some parents get quite 
disappointed when their child is not selected to move up squads. By watching the 
occasional session you will notice where your child sits within a group and will 
more fully understand the reason for the decision not to move them up.

Some young swimmers ask their parents to stay and watch them train, however 
over time they come to realise that if they train hard they will improve and they 
no longer need their parents there as a safety blanket. As a parent you can assist 
them to become less reliant on you very quickly if you choose to.

While some parents enjoy watching their child train, many parents utilise the 
time to get the shopping done, catch up on house-work, read a book or many 
other activities that can fit into a 1 to 2 hour break. As mentioned earlier, I 
encourage you to improve your own fitness levels and seek like-minded parents 
who enjoy a walk, join the gym or have a swim together.

Initially, parents will sit and watch their children train out of curiosity, and this 
can become a habit. It is important to get away from the pool and take a break 
because it can become all-consuming for some. Most coaches will strongly 
discourage parents from sitting on pool deck, monitoring every stroke of their 
son or daughter. If the parent is in eye contact with their child, the child will 
often modify their behaviour and lose focus on what they are meant to be doing.
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Some parents who choose to stay at training and watch every session, particularly 
once their child is aged 11 years and over, can become obsessed by their child’s 
progress and are advised to consider how involved they are emotionally with their 
child’s sport. By all means take an interest in their training and watch the occasional 
session but there are so many other things you can do while your child is training.  

Under no circumstances should parents take a stopwatch to training and time 
their child. There will be many sets that swimmers complete where the times 
they swim will not be the focus of the set. They may be working on technique or 
turns or varying the speed within each lap. By timing your child, and particularly 
if your child is aware that you are timing them, and they always find out, you put 
undue pressure on them when time is probably not the focus.

Every child is different and some will be very good at kick and others at pull. Some 
will favour breaststroke while others may be better at freestyle or backstroke. Be 
careful not compare your child with any other child.

If you are a parent who sits and watches every session, it will be quite natural for 
you to begin to compare swimmers with your own child. While it is normal to 
compare your child to another swimmer who may be faster, stronger or older it 
is like comparing apples with oranges, without understanding the differences in 
each swimmers growth and physiological development. There is also no need 
to comment on the progress of other swimmers to your own child or to other 
parents as word will always get back and can hurt an innocent child. 

Part of belonging to a swimming club is to understand that a small minority of 
parents will gossip. Gossip is clarified for the sake of this example as “speaking 
negatively about someone you know when they are not there” especially if it 
takes place not to the person who can change it or help you. 

People notice when there is an absence of gossip coming from your lips and you 
will be respected for it. When you find yourself in a conversation at the pool, ask 
yourself, does anyone involved in this conversation have the power to change the 
situation that is being discussed? If not, save it for the person who does. In many 
situations this is the coach.

I like the following summary of gossip. 
“Great minds discuss ideas,
Average minds discuss events, and 
Small minds discuss people. 
Decide which one you will be!”

—Ron White

Gossip is a poison 
and a cancer to any 

swimming club, 
circle of friends or 

organisation. 
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At swim meets, parents are encouraged to support equally all swimmers in the 
club or team. With most swimmers warming up, swimming down or racing, it 
is often left to the parent group in the grandstand to provide active support to 
swimmers coming out to race. Parents can make each child’s experience all the 
more better if they cheer for them at the beginning of each race and acknowledge 
good performances at the end of each race.

Parents should assist their child to ensure they remain hydrated and fed, although 
as the child gets older these should become their responsibility. Parents should 
also encourage and support their child at swim meets and provide full support 
to the child’s coach. Let the coach do the coaching, this is what they do. Ensure 
you are there for your child regardless of performance.

The Pressure Parent

The following questions have been taken from the Amateur Swimming Association 
of Great Britain. If you answer yes to one or more of these questions, you may be 
in danger of pressuring your child. 

 ӫ Is winning more important to you than it is to your child? 
 ӫ When your child has a poor swim, is your disappointment easily picked 

up by the child through your body language or vocal tones? 
 ӫ Do you feel that you are the one to have to “psyche” your child up 

before competition? 
 ӫ Do you feel that winning is the only way your child can enjoy the sport? 
 ӫ Do you conduct “post mortems” immediately after competi tion or 

training? 
 ӫ Do you feel that you have to force your child to go to practice? 
 ӫ Do you find yourself wanting to interfere with coaching and instructions 

during practice or competition thinking that you could do better? 
 ӫ Do you find yourself disliking your child’s opponents? 
 ӫ Are your child’s goals more important to you than they are to your child? 
 ӫ Do you provide material rewards for performance? 

It is important to remember that the parents’ role is critical and should be 
supportive at all times to ensure a positive experience for your child.
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The Ideal Swimming Parent

So how do you become the ideal swimming parent? The following extract from 
Brent Ransom’s article “The Ideal Swimming Parent” provides us all with 
some lessons. 

“Swimming was such an enjoyable experience for my friends and me that we 
always looked forward to doing it. If we did something wrong at home or school, 
our punishment would be no swim practice, and for me, not going to swim 
practice was like getting a needle from the doctor in the rear end—terrible! 
My parents wanted me to always do my best and have fun in swimming, but 
they made sure I had my priorities straight. My parents believed that respect, 
discipline and education were the keys to making me a good person—NOT 
swimming. They believed if I had those three virtues instilled in my life, I would 
be a better person, and also, by the way, a better swimmer.

Those three things are all I learned from my parents about swimming. They 
never told me how I should swim a race. They never talked to me about my stroke 
technique. They NEVER tried to coach me through any part of swimming. Do 
you know why? It is because my parents are part of a group known as dumb 
swimming parents. 

This is one of the main ingredients in being an ideal swimming parent. Though 
my mum knew how to swim, she always acted like she knew nothing about 
the sport. And my dad actually did know nothing about the sport. He was a 
boxer when he was younger, and all he ever told me to do was Attack just like 
any boxer would say. They never put any sort of pressure on me. All they did 
was support me, no matter how I performed. My dad would give me a kiss on 
the head and say, Good job, peanut head. The unconditional love and positive 
support from my parents put me ahead of a lot of my competition. Though my 
competitors may have beaten me sometimes, I always knew I had my parents 
there to help me feel good about what I had tried to achieve, and I wouldn’t give 
up.” 6

A majority of swimming clubs around the world have strong groups of energetic 
children who want to learn how to become better competitive swimmers. It is 
the coach’s job to help the children to achieve their goals, as only swim coaches 
can. Please trust your coach to do that job. 

6 Ransom, Brett, Head Age Group Coach, Greater Toledo Aquatic Club when this 
article was written, sourced from www.usaswimming.org. 

http://www.usaswimming.org
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By standing back and allowing the coach to do their job, you show your child 
that the coach is worthy of their trust and that they should be comfortable to 
form a solid coach / swimmer relationship. 

Marilyn Lenton, mother of Australian swimmer Libby Lenton-Trickett, Olympic 
Gold Medalist, explains that “I think kids want you to be their parent and to think 
they’re great no matter what. That’s the bottom line. Let the coach do the other 
bit.” 7

As a parent of a swimmer it is important to arm yourself with some knowledge of 
the sport and competitions. Once you have fully read this book, you can then use 
sections of it as reminders or references when different situations come your way. 
You can actively check out your club’s website, State Association’s or regional 
website, Local Swimming Committee website and National Association’s 
website for more information or to see what activities are being conducted and 
competitions coming up.

Look at your Club’s website and ask for information on the club from the Club 
Secretary or coach. Knowledge is power and if you can improve your knowledge 
base on the sport of swimming and how a parent can support their child in this 
sport, then I highly recommend you do it.

7 Coates, Philippa; 2005, Raising Champions—A Parent’s Perspective, Lothian Books

Only you can be the 
parent, giving that 
unconditional love 
and teaching them the 
virtues they need to be 
successful adults. If you 
focus on that, and that 
alone, the swimming 
will come along, too.
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the pAreNt/CoACh 
reLAtioNship

A positive parent / coach relationship is critical to ensuring that an 
environment of learning, fun and success is obtained. Children are very 
perceptive and it is important that each and every parent supports their 

child’s coach.

Children can be easily influenced by what they hear and what they see and the 
observation of a parent having a heated conversation with their coach is often 
very destructive. Parents will often question their children on what the coach 
said today or how did the coach respond to your races today. On the occasional 
basis, as a show of interest in your child’s progress, this is acceptable; however 
asking everyday is not advised.

A majority of swimming parents are very supportive of their child’s coach. 
The parents and coach work together as a team to ensure the best possible 
environment for the swimmer to improve and be successful. Often parents will 
touch base with the coach to see how their child is progressing and provide the 
coach with information on issues that the parents or the child may be experiencing 
at home or school. This supportive relationship can work both ways and the 
coach can help to instill principles that support the parent in relation to making 
a commitment, showing respect and being a team player.

Put simply, parents should fully support the coach in his/her endeavours and the 
coach should also work closely with the parents. If a parent finds themselves in a 
position were they can not support the coach or choose not to support the coach, 
they should discuss this with the coach and rather than staying in the club or 
squad, should consider moving to another program after consulting their child.

For a swimmer and 
coach relationship to be 

successful there must be 
a certain level of trust 
and respect between 

both parties. 
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It is important to note that swimmers who move from club to club, referred to 
as ‘Club Hoppers’, often do not achieve their potential in the sport. If a family 
changes coaches more than once because of problems with the coach, then it 
is nearly always the family that has the problem, not the coaches. Unrealistic 
expectations held by the parent or the child are often the cause of swimmers 
changing clubs. Very few swimmers have ever reached their potential when they 
have continually moved from club to club or program to program.

Unfortunately many parents decide to move their child to a new club even though 
their child may be very happy with their current coach and training partners. Too 
often parents become disgruntled with the coach if recent competition results do 
not meet their own expectations. These parents will often discuss the perceived 
short comings of the coach with their child, destroying the development of a 
strong swimmer / coach bond. These parents will also play the blame game and 
blame the coach for the performances of their child rather than allowing the 
child to take responsibility for their own performances, both good and bad. By 
blaming the coach, the parent is teaching their child to apportion blame as well.

Wayne Dyer (see www.SwimmingForParents.com/books) explores blame 
further as “the young person who learns to blame others for even the most 
insignificant things, is always looking for someone else to blame so that he can 
appear innocent. Teach children at all stages of their development that most of 
the things that happen to them in their lives are generally in their own hands, 
and that everything they feel inside is totally in their control.”8

If your child is happy in their current environment, even if their results may not 
be meeting expectations, leave them in the program and make the decision to 
support the coach and your child 100%. You will be surprised how quickly your 
positive support of the program and the coach will lead to improvements in your 
child and their continued happiness.

Progress Concerns

From time to time you may have questions in regards to your child’s progress.
Many parents find it difficult to go to the coach to discuss their concerns over 
their child’s progress. If you have a major concern, then speak to them. 

Many parents will express their concerns to other parents and this often leads 
to negative discussions and involvement of someone else who cannot solve the 

8 Dyer, Wayne W., 2001, What Do You Really Want for Your Children, HarperCollins 
Publisher Inc.

Self responsibility and 
the ability to make 
decisions are two of 
the greatest assets 
that a young swimmer 
can acquire and it is 
your responsibility as a 
parent to assist them 
down this path.

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
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issue. In every sporting club there will be a small number of parents who are like 
this. 

There are three primary reasons for this behaviour. The first is that some adults 
are by nature negative people and enjoy speaking negatively about other people 
whether it is the coach, other swimmers or other parents. They just like to 
complain. It makes them feel good and feel important. These people are very 
quick to blame others, including the coach for their child’s poor performance 
however will take the credit themselves when their child swims well, with little 
or no credit apportioned to the hard-working coach or even the child. 

The second reason is that these parents do not seek out the person who can solve 
their problem or explain the situation to them because they know that they are 
not going to like the answer they are going to get. In many cases, they already 
know the answer, however are not willing to make the necessary changes to their 
own commitment, routine or attitude to achieve them. Swimming coaches are 
often frustrated by parents who will complain about anything and everything 
but never take responsibility for their own attitude and actions or their child’s 
commitment and performance.

The third reason is that if the parent goes to the person who can solve their 
problem, often the child’s coach, they will get the answer and they will no longer 
be able to complain to other people about their concerns. These sorts of people 
enjoy throwing ‘pity parties’ and will often be heard to make negative comments 
against a coach or club on regular occasions, however they continue to remain a 
member of the club or squad.

Supportive parents who have a concern will approach the coach, at the correct 
time, to discuss their concern. Often the coach is either unaware of a situation 
or incident that may have affected the child. Alternatively the concern may 
have stemmed from a lack of communication from the coach. Either way, by 
approaching the coach directly you can work together on a solution for the 
situation.

Once again, if you have a concern, go to the person who can solve your problem 
and in most cases in swimming, it will be your child’s coach. 

Communication

Swimmers are encouraged to speak to their coach in regards to most situations, 
however if parents need to talk to the coach, approach them well before or 

If you do have concerns 
over the progress of 

your child, go and speak 
to the person who can 
solve your problem. In 

99% of cases this will be 
your child’s coach.
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immediately following a training session. Alternatively phone the coach to make 
a suitable meeting time. 

Swimmers are very perceptive and if a parent comes onto pool deck and has a 
discussion with a coach, they will all notice it. Depending on the length of the 
conversation, other swimmers will eventually make comments to the child of 
the parent and this can put your child in an awkward situation which is none 
of their doing. By talking to a coach on pool deck, it distracts the coach from 
working with your child and others and this reduces the time that they can 
influence or make changes to their technique and the learning of new skills.

If you have a problem or concern with your child’s training please speak to 
your coach first. Wait and observe for a couple of weeks and if you still have a 
concern, follow it up with the coach a second time. The next step would be to 
contact the Head Coach if your club has one. 

With our lives so busy, communication is more important than ever. 
Communication is a two-way street and if you feel at anytime that you need 
to communicate something to the coach then do it, and if you want some 
information from the coach then ask for it, rather than stewing over it for days 
or months.

Having said that, please remember that coaches have many swimmers to look 
after and while a 10 minute conversation once a week may seem like a short 
request for you, if a coach is working with 25 swimmers, that is more than 4 
hours of conversations with parents each week. Many coaches learn to handle 
the continual requests for meetings or chats with “I just have 2 minutes” or “I 
just have 5 minutes”. Do not be offended if a coach says this to you as all they 
are doing is managing their own time effectively. It does not mean they are not 
interested in talking to you.

Seek out the different communication channels available at your Club, 
District, Region, State Association or Local Swimming Committee. A majority 
of swimming clubs have a website that contains information in regards to 
upcoming events and social activities. Many clubs are introducing a weekly 
email service whereby parents and swimmers can be made aware of current 
information in regards to entry closing dates, what’s happening next weekend 
and results from previous meets. Many clubs also have a monthly newsletter 
that is full of information relevant to what is happening around the club.

While at training, 
coaches in most 
programs give their 
undivided attention to 
the squad in the water. 
Parents are asked not 
to come on pool deck 
to speak to the coach 
while squad training is 
in progress.
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the CoACh/swimmer 
reLAtioNship

A positive coach / swimmer relationship is critical to the successful 
development of a swimmer. A strong relationship can be special to both 
parties as they spend a lot of time together, particularly if the swimmer 

trains 3 or more sessions each week.

A strong bond between an athlete and their coach 
is critical to the progress of the athlete.
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Coaches are educated to provide technical instruction to children in a supportive 
and enjoyable environment. 

The relationship between the coach and swimmer is built on trust and parents 
can assist the development of this trust by allowing and encouraging their child to 
communicate regularly with their coach in regards to missed sessions, activities 
coming up and which events to enter at the next swim meet.

As the coach and swimmer work together through different situations in training 
and at competitions the trust will build and they will understand each other 
more and more.

Coach’s Expectations

Coaches will have expectations of their squad swimmers and a good coach 
will communicate these expectations on a regular basis to swimmers and their 
parents.

Regular Training Attendance—Swimmers in any swim program that is serious 
about getting results will be asked to attend training / workouts on a regular 
basis. Consistency to training is very important and by this I mean turning up for 
the number of required sessions and if you are not able to, making every effort 
to “make up” that session. Parents are encouraged to support their own children 
to attend regularly. 

Punctuality for Training and Competition—In most squads, regardless of 
age, swimmers are required to be at the pool at least 15 minutes prior to the 
beginning of each session. It is very difficult for coaches to run an organised 
program if swimmers turn up late. In most programs, swimmers are encouraged 
to go through a stretching routine or series of dryland exercises prior to entering 
the water. In many cases, coaches will have limited pool time and are often hiring 
lanes at considerable expense. They will want to explain the session, or at least 
the warm-up, prior to the start time in the pool. At competitions, coaches will 
advise swimmers what time they would like them at the pool. The coach will 
have a plan for each swimmer’s warm-up prior to the beginning of the races so 
it is important that you arrive on time so that you can complete your warm-up 
and get ready to race.

Bring Appropriate Equipment—Swimmers should ensure they have the 
necessary equipment in good working order at every training session.
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Produce a Good Effort—Good swimming programs are designed to educate 
swimmers at their different age and ability levels. Should a swimmer choose 
to pursue competition swimming in the long term, they should be assured of a 
professional upbringing in the sport. This is a two-way street, and all swimmers 
are expected to put in a special effort on a daily basis to complete tasks set by their 
coach. The swimmer must be willing to train hard with enthusiasm at all times.

Behave Appropriately—All coaches would like to work with the swimmers 
they are responsible for without the need to discipline children in their squad. 
The general rule of thumb for most coaches is that they will discipline a child if 
their actions or misbehaviour affects others in the squad. All children should be 
encouraged to behave appropriately when they attend swimming training and 
swim meets.

Swimmer support and encouragement for each other at training 
and competitions is a very important part of the sport.

Show Respect—It is very important that children are raised to show respect for 
their coach and understand that he or she is coaching them with the intention 
to helping them to improve. Respect is mutual and while the swimmers should 
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show respect to coaches and parents at all times, the coaches and parents should 
also show respect to the swimmer.

Be Supportive and Positive—Swimmers should encourage and support team-
mates in all squad and club related activities. Swimmers should come to training 
and attend competitions displaying a positive attitude towards their own training, 
races, teammates and coach. 

Take Responsibility—While the coach is responsible to guide a swimmer and 
provide them with the relevant training and competition program, the swimmer 
must take responsibility for many areas of their training and performance 
including attendance, effort, focus, concentration and application. Too often 
over the years I have observed parents and swimmers who ‘blame’ the coach for 
a swimmers poor performance and do not take into consideration the swimmers 
application over a period of time leading up to a major meet. 

A common example is a child who has a poor attendance record at training 
and when they compete, the child is unable to perform at their best. This 
often happens at swim meets where the child competes in multiple events or 
at a major competition that is conducted over four or five days. Their lack of 
fitness shows up and their performances are below their best or what they are 
capable of. In many cases, the parent and swimmer will ‘blame’ the coach for the 
poor performance, when in fact it was their decision not to attend the required 
training that caused the lack of performance. Swimmers and parents must take 
responsibility for the decisions they make along the way.

Attempt all tasks—The coach will expect each and every swimmer to attempt 
every task, drill or set to the best of their ability and without question. Often as 
swimmers go through their teenage years they start to question why they are 
doing many things including different drills or sets in training. A swimmer in a 
successful swimming program must learn to trust and have faith in their coach 
and to do what they are asked to do. 

Do their best—Coaches will expect swimmers to give their very best effort in 
every training session and every race. 

Enjoy a Healthy Lifestyle—Coaches will expect swimmers and their families 
to enjoy a healthy lifestyle by eating the appropriate foods and learning about 
nutrition and the affect it has on sports performance.

A strong coach / swimmer relationship is integral to the improvement in 
performance by your child and their enjoyment in the sport. Now let’s look at 
the development of swimmers from a junior level through to their teenage years.
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the YouNg swimmer— 
7 to 9 YeArs

Getting Started

Most children participate in swimming lessons from a young age. For many, 
the natural progression is from advanced learn-to-swim classes into mini-squads 
where they start swimming multiple laps. 

Once swimmers are involved in junior level squads they may be asked by their 
teacher or coach if they would like to swim in some competitions. 

To be involved in swimming competitions it is necessary for a child to belong to 
a swimming club. More information is provided on joining a swimming club in 
Chapter 10.

If your child is swimming multiple laps at a time and moving through the water 
nicely it would be worth asking your swim school the following question. “Are 
they associated with, or can they recommend a local swimming club with junior 
squad training?” 

Many families do not plan to have their children involved in swimming training, 
swimming competitions and swimming clubs. As your child progresses through 
swimming lessons and moves into junior squads, the child enjoys a sense of 
achievement and their self-esteem continues to rise as they improve. 

Young children who are swimming twice a week start to form friendships and 
enjoy spending time with their new companions. They also become involved in 
different Club activities.
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It is often the case where a child will ask if they can keep swimming because they 
enjoy the new skills they are learning, the friends they have made and, when the 
time is right, the excitement of competitions.

Swimming is a popular sport because once you stand at the end of the lane, no 
one can affect the way you compete. It is unlike many other sports. For example 
in football you can be tackled and in basketball you have to get around defenders 
to score. In swimming, you are on your own and you have total control over your 
own performance.

The transition from learn-to-swim to squad or club swimming can be smooth if 
there is an existing relationship between the two organisations. 

The transition can be a little bit more demanding if you have to move to a new 
swimming centre to take the next step. This will require meeting new friends 
and training under a different system, however children are very resilient and 
often fit in within a week or two.

Children as young as seven years will enjoy taking part in Club activities.
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Number of Sessions

Once children start in squad training, the most common question asked is “How 
many times each week should my child train?” The answer to this question will 
depend on the structure at the swimming program and the age and ability level 
of your child.

Most children will progress from a 30 minute lesson to a 40 or 45 minutes lesson 
and then a one hour lesson / squad. Children then progress to two (2) x one hour 
sessions per week in most programs. Children aged 7 years and over who are 
swimming multiple laps at a time and can swim breaststroke should attend at 
least two sessions each week.

For capable 8 and 9 year olds I would recommend 3 times per week for a period 
of 1 to 1½ hours. This is of course dependent on the availability of sessions for 
the junior squad your child is in.

Swim training at an early age will develop bones and muscles that are more 
resistant to the specific stresses of aquatic sports because the exercise takes place 
in water. Starting at a young age also allows swimmers more time to perfect the 
skills of swimming. 

Session Structure

Swimming lessons and squad training should be structured to ensure that the 
skills in the four competitive strokes are developed.

For young children, swimming lessons and squad training should be interesting 
and fun and conducted in an encouraging environment.  

The use of team building activities can be very beneficial. For example many 
coaches use relays to teach children how to work together and how to swim fast 
in training.

Children should be gradually introduced to competition in training and then 
participate in races at a club level. The emphasis should be on participation in 
the early stages and then progress towards individual swimmer improvement. It 
is important not to place too much emphasis on placings at a young age.

The development and improvement of basic swimming skills is important at 
this age. This includes swimming the four competitive strokes correctly as well 
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as establishing racing starts, turns and finishes. Combine this with skills like 
sculling and kicking and the athlete will have an excellent grounding for future 
years.

Skills Learnt

In advanced lessons and early Junior Squad, swimmers will continue the 
development of skills in freestyle and backstroke. The coach will break the 
strokes down into progressive drills to teach swimmers each aspect of the stroke 
in an effective and progressive manner. The coach will also continue to develop 
skills in breaststroke and butterfly so that the child develops sound and efficient 
stroke technique in all four strokes.

An important aspect to consider at this stage of learning is to develop co-
ordination and timing in the four strokes. Children are taught when to breathe 
in relation to the arm stroke and in relation to the kick in all four strokes. If a 
child can develop the correct timing between the arms and the legs and correct 
breathing timing from an early age, they will have an advantage over those who 
do not and will progress more quickly.

There are many other areas that coaches will work on in advanced lessons and 
junior squads.

Learning to start correctly is very important from a young age. 
Getting used to starting blocks can take time. Be patient. 
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Starts and turns are skills that should be developed at this age. Coaches should 
also work on teaching children about propulsion through the water. If a swimmer 
has the ability to place their hand correctly into the water, ‘hold’ the water and 
accelerate their hand through the underwater pull, then they will move forward 
more quickly. 

Once starts and turns are accomplished the swimmer will be ready to enter some 
competitions.

Competitions

Having fun with your friends at swim meets is an 
important part of every young swimmer’s development. 

In most situations, children will begin by competing in competitions within 
their own club. Most swimming clubs conduct weekly, fortnightly or monthly 
competitions that are based around learning how to race and improving their 
times. These are the best type of competitions to get involved in when starting 
out because it does not matter where your child finishes in a race. Each stroke 
and race distance (50m, 100m, 200m…) will provide children with a different 
experience and for some strokes and distances it will take children many attempts 
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to learn how to pace themselves. Competitions where children are rewarded for 
time improvement, not their placing, are recommended at a young age.

Most clubs belong to a district, region or Local Swimming Committee. Clubs 
from within the region have interclub meets whereby children compete against 
children from other clubs. This is the next level of competition that children 
should be exposed too. 

Many metropolitan and country areas conduct junior meets like a 7 to 10 year 
Encouragement meet or All Junior meet at a district, state or regional level. 
These meets offer ideal opportunities for young swimmers to get more involved 
in competitions.

Parents should liaise with the child’s coach in regards to the best competitions 
to enter. The number of competitions that children participate in will also be 
advised by your child’s coach. 

There may be the opportunity to do more and some children will cope with this 
and others will not. Work closely with your child’s coach to ensure they compete 
on a regular basis.

Approximately one 
competition per 
month with the 
focus on measuring 
improvement rather 
than winning and 
losing, should be 
the priority at this 
young age.
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JuNior Competitive 
LeveL—10 to 13 YeArs

There are many new skills that children will learn when they move into 
a junior squad. 

Children will develop their aerobic capacity which will assist them in 
other sports. There are many swimmers who have the fitness to play other sports 
at a higher level because of the improvements they have made in their aerobic 
capacity through swimming.

A good junior squad program will teach swimmers the effectiveness of propulsion 
through the water and how to overcome fatigue. Swimmers will also cover a 
greater distance in each session leading to improvements in their fitness.

Out of the water, coaches will begin to work on goal setting strategies and 
assisting children to develop other necessary skills. Once again a priority for this 
age group is to develop their swimming skills and to enjoy the sport.

Number of Sessions

Once again “How many sessions should my child do?” is the most commonly 
asked question for children in this age range. It is difficult to provide a blanket 
answer for this question as each child will have a different background and will 
be at a different stage of physical and mental development. 

Ten year olds should be doing a minimum three sessions per week for 1 to 1 
½ hours each and many complete four or five sessions each week. Strong 11 
and 12 year old swimmers should be training 5 to 7 sessions per week if they 

Children will develop 
the ability to train 

and race effectively. 
The focus will be on 

improving already 
established skills 

and technique, and 
developing excellence 
in racing and training 

skills like streamlining, 
starts, turns, finishes 

and race pace.
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wish to have the background to perform in competitive swimming in the short, 
medium and long term. Strong 13 year old swimmers should be completing 5 to 
8 sessions each week.

The number of sessions a child trains will vary for each individual and the 
numbers provided above should be used as a guide only. The number of sessions 
a child trains will also depend on what other activities a child is doing during the 
week and the degree of seriousness the child has with their swimming.

Ultimately, the number of sessions your child trains will depend on what is 
being offered by your club and what goals the club has for its swimmers. While 
swimming training is most beneficial, there are many swimmers who do not 
have the opportunity or pool availability to do all their sessions in the water and 
they will need to improvise with dryland training.

It is important for children aged between 10 and 13 years to really 
enjoy their swimming and the friendships that they make.
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Importance of Technique

To swim with correct technique at this age is critical in the development of every 
young swimmer. To improve a swimmer’s technique, the swimmer must have 
the fitness and ability to swim many laps comfortably so they can concentrate on 
technique, rather than just trying to make the distance!

As most children grow substantially between the ages of 10 and 13 years, their 
growth and body development can often lead to improved performances in the 
pool. 

Having said that, there is no doubt that a majority of those children who train 
on a regular basis, and swim more laps over the year will improve in both the 
short and long term, compared with those who do not. The improvement will 
be magnified if these laps are completed with correct technique.

Good technique will also reduce any injuries associated with swimming. 
Swimmers must take responsibility for working on their skills and technique in 
every session because swimming with correct technique is critical for a swimmers 
long term success. 

Other Sports or Activities

If your child wishes to participate in other sports or activities as well as swimming, 
then let them. While swimming training will take up a fair bit of their time, it is 
important that they enjoy as many experiences as possible at this age. There are 
many swimmers aged 10 to 12 years who train between 4 to 8 sessions per week 
and still enjoy participating in other sports, musicals, drama and art.

It is important for your child’s well-being that they remain involved in other 
sports or activities at this age. Swimming can be a very individual sport with 
a lot of time spent with your head in the water, unable to talk with friends or 
communicate using body language. 

Encourage them to pursue different activities or sports through their school. 
This can lead to an efficient use of time because participation in many of these 
activities or sports is conducted during school time. Also consider playing a sport 
in a local community team as this is a great way to meet new friends from the 
local area.

I would highly 
recommend children 

take part in at least 
one team sport that 

they are interested 
in. This will provide 

them with a good all-
round education and 
involvement in both 
individual and team 

activities.
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Competitions

For 10 to 13 year olds there are many competitions available to compete in each 
year. In most Clubs, the child’s swimming coach will recommend appropriate 
meets for the swimmers to compete in. Appropriate competition selection 
provides the opportunity for the novice swimmer to the National Champion to 
participate in swim meets appropriate to their level.

By competing at regular swim meets, swimmers can monitor their progress 
from meet to meet and coaches can watch each swimmers race. Coaches use 
their observations at meets to develop programs that will assist each swimmer’s 
development. Swimmers should be encouraged to participate in selected meets 
in their early years and compete in all four strokes at these meets. By racing 
regularly, swimmers will learn from meet to meet and this will decrease the 
pressure felt by young swimmers to perform.

It is important to work with your coach and use the events calendar provided 
by your coach or club to decide on which swim meets to enter. Many parents 
of young swimmers over-burden their children by entering them in too many 
swim meets. A day off on the weekend is just as important as weekends spent 
swimming at competitions.

And now to my note of caution. Over the last 20 years I have watched many 
swimmers who attend swim meets every weekend finish up in the sport 
prematurely because of being over-raced at a young age. Coaches take this and 
their own experiences into account when designing the competition calendar, so 
PLEASE follow the guidelines set by your coach. 

A good rule of thumb is to ensure that children swim their main 3 events at least 
10 times for a 10 year old, 11 times for an 11 year old, 12 times for a 12 year old 
and 13 times for a 13 year old within each year.

It is very important that swimmers aged 10 years to 13 years of age focus on 
all four competitive strokes. While some swimmers will be tempted to start 
focusing on the strokes that they are highly ranked in, they should continue to 
train and compete in all four strokes at this age.

Training for swimming can be described as boring, swimming up and down a 
black line. If a swimmer develops skills in all four strokes, they have variety in 
their training on a daily basis. Every swimmer up to the age of 13 years should 
be aiming to compete in the 200 metres Individual Medley. This event includes 
50 metres each of butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke and freestyle. While it 

Swimmers need some 
weekends off to rest 
and recover. These 
weekends off are 
equally important 
to their success, 
development and 
longevity in the sport 
as the weekends they 
attend competitions.
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promotes training in all four strokes, the event also provides the opportunity for 
children who have attended training and have developed their fitness to compete 
in a 200 metre event and measure improvement in performance over all four 
strokes.

While some parents, children and coaches consider focusing on one stroke, it is 
important that they do not apply too much pressure on the child by maintaining 
a specific focus.

Conversely, if a child is not as strong in one particular stroke, it is easy as a parent 
not to enter the event to avoid disappointment of the child not doing well. Long 
term repetition of this can cause the child to think they are not good at that 
particular stroke.

There are many successful swimmers who compete in multiple strokes and 
they have this opportunity because they were taught and trained in all four 
competitive strokes at a young age.

And please remember, for young children, who may be 10 years old, it is a big 
thing standing there in front of everyone at a competition. It can be quite a 
frightening experience for some, especially the first time at a major meet or big 
complex. To walk out by yourself behind a block in front of hundreds of people 
can be quite daunting for most children, so be aware of what they might be 
feeling and also the possibility that these feelings may affect their performance.

By focusing on the four 
competitive strokes at a 

young age, a swimmer 
is provided with the 

technique and skills to 
race in different strokes 

or multiple strokes at 
competitions later in 

their career. 
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Age Competitive  
LeveL—13 to 18 YeArs

As children get older, the commitment necessary to achieve results at a 
State and National level increases. For many swimmers, their swimming 
involvement between the ages of 13 to 18 years will provide them with 

experiences for life. They will also meet many wonderful friends and enjoy social 
activities and attend swim meets together.

Number of Sessions

Teenage swimmers, keen to perform at a State or National level, will normally 
train between 7 and 10 sessions each week in most competitive training 
programs. Some programs may not have access to pool space to complete this 
many sessions each week. Coaches in these clubs will need to be innovative in 
how they structure their swimming sessions and dryland sessions around pool 
availability.

If you want to be good at swimming, you have to swim often. You have to train 
week in, week out, day in, day out. Consistency in attendance is very important 
at this age.

Technique

Technique plays a critical role in a swimmer’s performance. The effect of 
improving your technique becomes more transparent as a swimmer gets older. 
Between the ages of 13 to 18 years, improvement becomes more dependent on 
training loads and technique than on each child’s growth and development.

Technique is critical once you compete at a high level in any sport. Swimming is 
no different. Everyone will be doing similar wet and dryland training and have 
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similar competition routines. Technique can be the deciding factor between first 
and second or making a final and not making a final, so it is important that 
coaches and swimmers continue to focus on technique on a daily basis.

Swimmer Progression

Swimming performance for teenagers is determined by a combination of many 
factors. These include:

Talent—Each child will have varying degrees of talent. Talent is useless unless 
the athlete is willing to put in some hard work on their skills and technique and 
they are willing to improve and maintain a high level of fitness.

Training—The training that children undertake has a profound affect on 
performance. A regular attendance at training / practice will ensure the swimmer 
is fit to perform and is in a good physical condition. 

Athleticism—Athleticism is important in swimming as the swimmer has to 
deliver power. Often children who are athletic are good at many sports and have 
to make choices on which sports to pursue.

Flexibility—Flexibility is important as the athlete has to have a good range of 
motion so that they can streamline effectively and maximise the length of their 
stroke. Maintaining and increasing flexibility should be part of every swimmers 
program.

Commitment—Swimmers need to be committed to what they are trying to 
achieve. By the age of 13 or 14, the parents will also need to be fully committed 
to supporting their child’s involvement in swimming.

Development—Swimmers who experience early strength and/or height 
development will often progress more quickly at a younger age, while those 
who develop later will experience more rapid improvements when their body 
develops. If your child is a late developer, keep encouraging them to stay involved 
in the sport as they will more than likely achieve many breakthroughs between 
the ages of 16 years and 20 years.

Determination—All good swimmers have determination, something inside 
them that drives them forward. Determination is important because it provides 
swimmers with an inner resilience when things don’t go to plan.
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Consistency—Swimmers need to be consistent in their attendance at training, 
the effort they put in on a daily basis and the development of racing strategies.

Perseverance—Swimmers need to persevere, especially when they are subjected 
to disappointment. Perseverance is a life skill that will assist your child both in 
and out of the water.

Element of Optimism—A swimmer has to think that they can do something 
that others may think is impossible. They need to be optimistic.

Enjoyment is the number one factor and it is often overlooked by parents, 
coaches and swimmers themselves. Children ‘have to enjoy swimming’ to stay in 
the sport. If a child is not enjoying swimming, they are likely to be inconsistent 
at training which leads to a poor level of performance. Many parents become 
focused on what other swimmers are doing, the frequency and distance of 
training sessions or what time they swam in a race. These parents often lose 
sight of why their child is participating in the sport.

Enjoyment is one of the critical reasons why teenagers remain 
involved in sport. This is especially true in swimming.
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To improve swimmer performance, swimmers must maintain a focus on achieving 
their goals. By focusing on the process, they will often achieve the results they 
desire. To be processed focused; the swimmer must remove any focus on results.

A Focus on Results

It is easy to become results focused in swimming.

At a majority of competitions every person in the grandstand does the same. They 
buy a program, and then as each race is completed they look at the time each 
swimmer entered and compare it with the time they swam in the race.  At many 
meets the results are often up in lights on the scoreboard and available immediately 
the race finishes. The result is not only visible for the swimmer and the coach; it is 
also available to the parent and every other person watching the meet.

In team sports, a lack of performance by one player may be disguised by other 
players playing well. They also have other opportunities in a game to have 
another go and perform better. In swimming, a swimmer doesn’t have this luxury 
in individual events. You can’t afford to make a mistake. You only get one go at it 
and whatever your result is, it is going to be displayed for everyone to see.

Can you imagine if you went to work everyday and as you finished work at the end 
of the day, your name comes up in lights and a score put next to your name based 
on your performance that day? Today you scored 62%. This is how swimmers 
often feel because every single competition performance can be measured by 
time. So, whether we want to recognise it or not, swimmers are under significant 
pressure when they are exposed publicly, like they are at every swim meet.

It was mentioned earlier that for young children new to racing in competitions, 
it is a big deal and can be a frightening experience for some of them. You may 
not realise this however the experience of competition can often get worse when 
they get older. As a teenager they are a lot more conscious of themselves and what 
they think other people think about them. Many girls may struggle with this at 
different stages in their development while most boys will pretend they don’t care 
but deep down they really do. It is important as a parent to be aware of this.

One of the reasons we become so results focused is because of the huge investment 
we make as a parent. Coaches, officials and administrators also make a huge 
investment. Parents make an investment in terms of time, financial expense and 
emotionally in how their children improve and perform. Often there is more 
disappointment than there is elation and this is, in many ways, the nature of sport.

As a parent, you are 
emotionally connected 
to your child. As soon as 
you see the race result, 
you make a decision 
whether you feel good 
or feel bad. Monitor 
your own emotions at 
the next swim meet 
you attend. For many 
parents, their emotion 
will change as the 
results are published 
after the event.

It is easy to become 
results focused in 
swimming and it is easy 
to talk about times and 
medals because they are 
easily measurable. If you 
find yourself as a parent 
being really focused on 
results, you need to pull 
back a bit, take some 
time out and focus on 
ensuring your child is 
enjoying themselves.
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A Focus on Process

While there is a natural tendency for us all to focus on results, every good coach 
will work with their athlete with a focus on getting the process right and the 
performance will come.

Swimmers who focus on the process rather than outcomes 
will often perform better and reap the rewards.

In training, the coach and swimmer will work on aspects of the swimmers 
technique, starts, turns, finishes, fitness, speed and many other things in an effort 
to improve their performance. The coach will also introduce speed, endurance 
and race pace sets to assist the swimmer with their development.

The swimmer will be asked to focus on their technique whilst swimming slow, 
medium and fast to see if they can hold the desired stroke pattern under the 
pressure of swimming at different speeds. There is no point in learning to swim 
slowly with correct technique if you cannot hold the same technique when 
swimming fast.

Race pace work will involve swimming repeats at a pre-determined pace based 
on the goal times set by the swimmer. The swimmer will learn how many strokes 
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they need to take in a lap to swim a certain time and practice this over and over 
again until it becomes a habit.

When it comes time to race, rather than thinking of the outcome, swimmers 
are strongly encouraged to focus on the process including their technique, hand 
speed, hand pattern, stroke count, stroke rate, pacing or what ever else they have 
been working on with the coach.

In most cases, if the swimmer can get the process right, the times and results will 
come. 

If they focus on the results, they will forget about all the work they have been 
doing in other areas and in many cases their performance will not be as good.

Improvement in the Teenage Years

When swimmers are young, it is easy for them to improve. Training has a big 
effect on young swimmers. The practicing of a skill on a regular basis will lead to 
improvement of that skill. Growth and the development of strength in a young 
swimmer also has a massive effect on their improvement. 

Each swimmer will have a different shape on their improvement curve. In general 
the rate of improvement of swimmers aged 8 years to 12 years is fairly steep. The 
difficult years to maintain improvement occur when a swimmer is aged 13 to 16 
years. During these ages performance may do one of three things—it may level 
out a bit, it may regress for a period of time and it may continue upwards. Each 
swimmer will have a different pattern.

Females, when they reach their adolescent years change in body shape and 
usually the change in shape will make them go slower. They are not as hydro-
dynamically effective as they were prior to all the hormonal activity. It is 
important that between the ages of 14 and 16 years that girls use persistence to 
get through this period. If they are optimistic and can come out the other side, 
they often continue with a strong level of improvement. 

Males often go the opposite way when they reach their adolescent years. They 
get bigger and stronger through this period of time. Many of them also become 
quite uncoordinated because of the growth of their body and this sometimes 
leads to regression in performance as well.

Once a swimmer reaches 
this age, males and 
females tend to grow 
and develop at different 
stages and this in turn 
can affect performance 
and improvement.

There will be periods 
of fluctuation in 
performance as a 
teenager.
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It is also important to be aware if your child is an early developer or not. The 
record books are littered with performances of early developed swimmers, 
particularly males aged 11, 12 and 13 years. When you attend State and National 
Championships, it is often the swimmers in lanes 4 and 5 who are taller and 
look stronger than the other swimmers in the race. These will often be the 
early developers. There is nothing wrong with being an early developer and 
while some may stagnate in their performances over time others will continue 
to improve.

There are many early developers over the years who have continued to improve 
over time and reach the highest levels in the sport. Australia’s Michael Klim is 
a prime example of a successful age group swimmer who continued through to 
an open level. There are also many children who develop early and are the same 
height and weight at age 20 years as they were when they were competing at 13 
years.

When a coach makes a significant change to a swimmer’s technique, the swimmers 
training and competitive performances often go slightly backward before their 
times improve. It is important that the swimmer remain focused on the process 
when making these changes and works hard to implement the new technique. 
Coaches should also plan these adjustments so that they are not implemented 
leading up to a major competition. Significant changes in technique need to 
be practiced every day for at least 30 days to take effect, and then implemented 
under the stress of competition.

When a teenage swimmer changes coaches or programs, it can often take six to 
twelve months for the athlete to adapt to the new training structure. Everyone 
is different and while some may improve immediately because of the change in 
environment, others will take this time to get used to the program. This is quite 
normal.

Often a swimmers lack of enjoyment in the sport or a slow rate of improvement 
will lead to the question of whether they keep swimming or not.

The Decision to Quit Swimming

It is difficult finding the balance between persisting with swimming during the 
mundane times and knowing when to allow your child to finish up training and 
competing or at least take a short break. Far too many parents let their child quit 
swimming at a very young age, before the child gets the chance to master the 
skills involved with swimming.  Both the child and the parent need to understand 

Other factors that may 
affect improvement 

throughout the 
teenage years include 

the introduction of a 
new technique or a 

change of coach. 
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that it takes time to improve in this sport and that they should allow time as 
children progress at different rates.

There are many cases where the decision to quit swimming has been made by the 
parent, regardless of the level their child is performing or their level of enjoyment 
of the sport. This is particularly common if the parent is not supportive of early 
morning training.

Having said that, there will come a day when your child may want to give up 
and in many cases, you will not want them too. It is very hard to talk them into 
keeping going particularly if they are in a squad and swimming more than 3 
times per week. Sometimes they will give up, realise they miss swimming and 
decide to come back. Under these circumstances, their return to swimming is 
their decision, and this is really important. 

Some children will continue swimming even when they know deep down that 
they should quit.  They don’t have the desire any more and struggle to make the 
commitment, but they also don’t want to make the decision. In these situations, 
you often see them blame something or someone else. Common excuses for a 
swimmer to finish up in the sport in these situations are a change in the timetable, 
something the coach said (or didn’t say) or an incident with another swimmer. Often 
the decision to quit is made at an emotional time either during or immediately 
following a swim meet. Deep down however, some children may have lost their 
desire to be a competitive swimmer well before their latest performance.

In many cases when swimmers make these excuses, the family may choose to 
move clubs and soon after, the swimmer quits. You will see that happen often. 

Another common scenario is when one of their swimming friends decides to finish 
up swimming and this prompts them to make the same decision. Friendships are 
very important to most swimmers at this age.

One other influence that could cause swimmers to consider quitting swimming 
is peer pressure. Teenagers in particular are susceptible to the influence of peer 
groups including their school friends and the perception that they are missing 
out on parties and other activities. At times they will want to be a ‘normal kid’. 
Balancing these social activities and their swimming commitments can be quite 
trying for all involved and some teenagers do feel the need to quit their sport to 
take part in more activities with their peer group.

The fact remains that they are your children and you want to ensure that they 
enjoy whatever it is that they do.

Teenagers will do things 
at times based on what 
they think you want 
or what they think the 
coach wants. 
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Family Holidays

Most squad and club programs provide swimming families with a guide to when 
breaks from training have been allocated throughout the season. Competitive 
swimmers will often have longer breaks after a major competition. If you are 
unsure of the best time to organise a family holiday, speak to your child’s coach 
and take into consideration the competition schedule for that season.

In most countries, many of the competitions are conducted in the summer 
months. Many families wish to take holidays over the summer season, a time in 
which a number of the major competitions are conducted. It may be necessary 
(and more cost effective) to plan family holidays away from the major swimming 
competitions.

A common question that many families will ask their coach is “it won’t affect 
performance if we take two weeks off, 10 weeks before Nationals, will it?”. 
Unfortunately it probably will affect a child’s performance if they take this time 
off because they will lose fitness, lose the feel of the water and it will take at least 
a further 2 weeks to get back to where they were. We lose fitness more quickly 
than we gain fitness.

Most coaches plan their training programs using progressive overload, where 
the workload gradually increases each week. Swimmers who miss two weeks of 
training will be playing catch-up and risk an increased chance of injury when 
they return to the pool.

Taking the information above into account, it is important that families do 
spend quality time together on a regular basis. This may include an annual or 
bi-annual holiday together where each member of the family can spend time 
doing activities (other than swimming) with each other. Because swimming does 
take up a lot of time in the teenage years, allocating family time on weekends 
and organising family holidays can be critical to maintain a healthy family unit.

That concludes this section on the age group swimmer. It is important to remember 
that the age group swimmer will experience many ups and downs including 
periods of dramatic improvements in performance and other times where they 
will experience little or no improvement. Always provide an encouraging positive 
environment for your children as they progress through these teenage years.
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Children grow rapidly during their preadolescent years however their 
growth rate accelerates even more during puberty. Girls usually reach 
puberty between the ages of 10 and 13 years. Boys usually reach puberty 

and experience a growth spurt a little later, between the ages of 13 and 15 years.

There are some gender-related differences that all parents should be aware of 
that may affect the way your child develops and acts.

Physiological Changes

In general, bone growth continues for boys up to around the age of 20 years and 
sometimes older. Bone growth for girls is usually completed in their late teenage 
years. According to Ernest Maglischo9 (see www.SwimmingForParents.com/
books), training has no influence on the maximum length that bones will reach 
when they finish growing. It does however increase bone width and density, 
providing bones with greater resistance to stress and reducing the potential for 
breakage.

Muscle growth follows a similar path to bone growth with muscle fibers 
increasing in size but not number. When boys start going through puberty, 
they reap the benefits of testosterone kicking in. There is an increase in muscle 
development due to the increase in testosterone. The hormone testosterone is a 
protein anabolic that assists in the build up of muscle by building up the protein 
that makes the muscle.  As the muscle mass within a boy increases, there is a 
concurrent decrease in body fat. These changes are very advantageous to male 
swimmers and often lead to a large improvement in swimming performance.

9 Maglischo, Ernest W., 1993, Swimming Even Faster, Mayfield Publishing Company

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
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Girls muscles also tend to increase in size through to adulthood, but they do not 
get the growth spurt at puberty. Muscles size reaches a peak between the ages 
of 16 to 18 years for females and between 18 to 22 years for males. Increases in 
muscle size will assist with on-going improvements for both males and females 
up to the age of 16 years with girls and 20 to 30 years for boys.

For girls, puberty brings about an increase in the hormone estrogen. The 
increased estrogen aids in laying down more fat and breaking down protein. 
Development during puberty for girls can initially have a negative effect on their 
swimming performance.

Coaches should be aware that the training programs they provide to girls 
throughout puberty will help maintain their muscle and offset the natural physi-
ological changes that are occurring in their body.  The increased fat deposits are 
a natural occurrence and are not necessarily due to a change in their diet or a 
change in training application. It is part of their development as a female that, to 
a large extent, is out of their control.

As girls tend to have less muscle mass than boys during and after puberty, girls 
may not need to taper as much in preparation for a competition.

There are striking developmental differences in boys around ages 13-15 years 
due to maturational differences. Some may be early maturers and others may 
be late maturers. The increased muscle mass of early maturers may contribute 
significantly to above average performances. As mentioned earlier, this explains 
the difference in the size of swimmers lining up for a 13 year old boys event.

Flexibility is found to decrease with puberty in males, so stretching and 
maintaining a regular dryland routine is important. Flexibility is found to 
increase with females during puberty.

The following sections on ‘Sensitive Periods’ and ‘Psycho-social development’ 
are based around an article on the USA Swimming website10 called What 
Coaches Need to Know About Gender as it Impacts Training of and 
Interacting With Young Swimmers.

10 USA Swimming website, www.usaswimming.org

http://www.usaswimming.org
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Sensitive Periods

From a physiological and growth perspective, boys and girls are different in 
terms of the timing of their ‘sensitive periods’ with girls maturing physiologically 
approximately two years before boys. 

This sensitive period is a time when significant growth (aerobic development) 
can occur under the right conditions (training loads). 

While girls tend to mature earlier and therefore have an earlier ‘sensitive period’, 
the real physiological variable is not about gender but rather is the start of the 
growth curve. This growth spurt is really what should determine when a coach 
will increase the aerobic phase. Coaches tend to apply this information to girls 
aged 11-13 years and boys around age 13-15 years—when the start in their 
growth phase.

As boys tend to reach their growth spurt about two years after females, they are 
therefore in childhood growth longer, which adds greater length to their legs. 
The increased leg length tends to be what accounts for the height difference 
between males and females.

Psycho-social Development

There are numerous psycho-social developmental differences between young 
boys and girls. 

 ӫ Perceived Competence: In general, males tend to have higher 
perceptions of athletic competence than girls meaning they view 
themselves as more competent athletes. We all know that one’s 
perception of competence influences such things as participation, 
enjoyment, and motivation. If you have a daughter, you may need to 
take extra steps to develop, bolster, and reinforce her perceptions of 
competence; in particular assist her to recognize and appreciate her 
abilities as a swimmer. 

 ӫ Goal Orientation: In general, females are more task oriented and males 
are more oriented towards winning. For girls, their focus is generally 
on comparing their performance to previous times swum and personal 
improvement. For boys a win or outcome orientation suggests they 
focus on comparing performance with others and beating others. A 
task (process-driven) orientation has been tied to positive achievement 
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related behaviors that we want to see in our children who swim. If you 
have a son, given that only one swimmer can “win”, you may need to 
encourage him to also compare performance relative to themselves 
(personal best times) as it greatly increases their chances of experiencing 
success and is much more within their control. 

 ӫ Social needs: Girls seem to have a much greater need for affiliation and 
are more motivated to participate for social reasons whereas boys tend 
to be more motivated by competition. If social factors are important to 
your daughter, it is essential to make sure her need is being met and that 
some social interaction is provided in the training environment.

The next section is a bonus for those parents who have daughters and provides a 
further insight to swimming as a girl going through puberty. Parents of boys are 
also encouraged to read it.

Attending social functions with your swimming friends is very 
important for many girls.
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Listed below are the thoughts of Australian Age Champion swimmer, 
swimming coach and sport psychologist Megan Ryan based on her own 
experiences, and on coaching many girls who have been through exactly 

what your daughter may be going through now or will go through in the future. 

Going through puberty, and starting your first period, can be a time of mixed 
emotions for any girl. 

For girls who swim, it can be a more challenging time than it is for most girls, 
due to the following facts:

1. Any slight change in their body—shape, hair growth etc., is ‘revealed to 
the world’ when they put on their swimming costume. 

2. Bleeding during their period makes it difficult for most girls to continue 
training or racing, unless they choose to use tampons. 

3. For some girls, the changes experienced during puberty can affect 
swimming performances, making it difficult to stay motivated.

The most common feeling that a young girl has as she begins her journey through 
puberty is ‘Everyone Is Looking at My Changing Body’. The paragraphs 
below have been written so that your daughter can read them herself or you can 
read them together.

Puberty…and Body Changes

Every girl’s body shape will change during their age group years. Each girl’s 
changes will be slightly different, so don’t compare yourself to others. Swimming 
training will also affect your body at this time. 

Swimming helps 
to make your body 

healthy and strong, 
and will assist your 
muscles to be well 

defined. 
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I recall standing on the blocks at competitions, feeling like everyone in the 
grandstand was looking at the ‘bumps and bulges’ I now had. In reality, the only 
people who were looking at me were my mum, my coach, and a couple of my 
team mates. They were looking at me in anticipation of my swim, not looking at 
my ‘bumps’ specifically. 

As time went on, and I became more comfortable with my ever changing body, 
I firstly learned to appreciate my body for what it allowed me to do—swim well 
(among many other things). As even more time went by, I became comfortable, 
and then proud, of the way my body looked. It was completely different to my 
‘child’s’ body, but that was OK—I liked this one too. I stopped comparing myself 
to other swimming girls, and I accepted my own body. I encourage all girls to 
do the same.

While I was occasionally self conscious about being a ‘muscular girl’ I loved what 
my muscles allowed me to do, and how my body felt when I was swimming well. 
I learned later that most of my school friends (girls and boys) actually admired 
my muscles, rather than thinking they were disgusting, as I believed. I think 
going through the changes of puberty in a tiny piece of bathing suit, which left 
little to the imagination, helped me to develop confidence in myself, more so 
than my school friends, who simply covered up the bits they were uncomfortable 
with, and never came to entirely accept their bodies.

Puberty…and Periods

The next stage for many girls is ‘I have my period, but I still want to swim’. 
Most girls are more comfortable using pads when they first start their periods. 
This is fine for most girls, but pads simply do not work in a swimming pool. A 
horror story from my own experience—an old coach of mine told me that most 
girls wear two pairs of bathers, and a plastic backed panty-liner whilst training 
with their periods. This sounded good to me, and training started off fine. 
Unfortunately, after about 400m, and a few tumble turns, the liner had become 
completely water logged, and to make things worse, it was beginning to emerge 
from my two pairs of bathers. Thankfully I wasn’t doing breaststroke! By the 
time I got to the end of the pool, the liner had almost completely broken loose, 
so I couldn’t get out of the pool like that. I had to grab it, make an excuse, and 
make a run for the change rooms. Take my word on this and don’t try the ‘pad 
in the pool’ idea. 

Even you will not notice you are using one, as you cannot feel a tampon if it is 
inserted correctly. Make sure the string is tucked away neatly, especially if you 

Swimmers develop 
great bodies that are 
admired by friends and 
family. Enjoy and be 
proud of your body.

The only solution 
to training with 
your period is to use 
tampons. They fit 
neatly inside you, and 
no-one will notice you 
are using one. 
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are likely to be doing diving! Some people worry about not being old enough to 
use tampons, but I am assured that they are fine for any girl who has her period, 
even if you are quite young. Really good information about using tampons and 
how to get started with them is available on the major tampon brands’ websites. 

Some girls do not feel quite ready to use tampons for their first few periods (or 
even longer). This is fine too. 

Most coaches (yes, the male ones as well) understand about periods, and have 
some idea about how girls feel at this time of their lives. Your coach should 
be understanding of your situation, and should not give you a hard time about 
missing a few training sessions each month, especially if you have just started 
your periods. When I first started my periods, I didn’t want everyone to know, 
so I used the excuse of an ‘earache’ for my sitting out at training. 

Once you feel you have determined the pattern of your periods, and know what 
to expect, it may be possible to swim on days when you are bleeding very lightly. 
I know many girls have found that they can train at this time, and feel more 
comfortable using ‘bike leg’ aqua blades, avoiding diving or other activities that 
require getting out of the pool, and by having their bag and towel close by. I do 
however recommend that you use tampons when training.

For many girls, the arrival of their period before or during an important 
competition helps them to make up their mind to give tampons a go. Most never 
look back, and continue using tampons, making it unnecessary to miss any more 
training sessions. 

Puberty…and Performance

As the female body goes through puberty you may experience a lack of 
improvement in performance over the short term. Puberty brings about an 
increase in the hormone estrogen. This increased estrogen aids in laying down 
more fat and breaking down protein. Development during puberty for females 
can initially have a negative effect on swim performance.

Throughout puberty, the body will be diverting energy to assist with growth. 
There will be a change of body shape which will lead to a change in hydrodynamics 
through the water, which will affect performance. 

Changes to the body will also lead to a change in buoyancy which could also 
affect performance. The speed at which a girl grows will also affect her feel of 

I strongly believe that 
feeling comfortable 
about what is going 

on with your body 
is more important 

than attending a few 
training sessions. 

The onset of puberty is 
different for everyone 
so some girls may feel 

like they are being left 
behind, or streaking 

ahead depending on 
the time of the onset 

in relation to their 
friends. 
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the water and muscle development. A female swimmers strength in relation to 
her weight will be changing all the time too.

Changes in hormones and the introduction of period pains may also affect how 
you feel about yourself.

Puberty…the Good News

The good news is that as a result of going through puberty you will grow taller 
and will increase muscle strength. You will also get the opportunity to start 
training in your ‘adult body’. 

Exercise can minimise problems associated with periods including PMS and 
pain. The onset of puberty may also lead to a change in your favourite stroke or 
distance and provide you with the opportunity to find out what strokes you are 
really good at.

Some thoughts that will help you through this stage of your development are:

 ӫ Every famous female swimmer went through what you are going 
through. Not one of them was born with their adult bodies (Thank God 
for that say their mothers.)

 ӫ There are almost certainly other girls in your squad who have started 
their periods, and you probably don’t even know. No one will know 
about your experiences, unless you choose to tell them.

 ӫ Look at the girls in the senior squad—about one in five of them have 
their periods right now. Can you tell which ones? Of course not.

Body Image

Positive body image for all girls is very important. Swimming produces a strong 
athletic looking body that is carried confidently by most teenagers.

A positive outlook at all times is important to ensure that the large shoulders are 
taken as a positive asset rather than an ‘ugly’ problem.

In some female teenagers if they are embarrassed by the development of breasts 
through puberty or ‘large shoulders’ it can affect their posture resulting in 
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rounded shoulders. This in-turn affects their swimming performance as their 
body structure will not allow them full extension in all strokes. Unbeknown to 
most teenage female swimmers, their school friends are envious of their strong 
athletic bodies. 

Every female will develop at different rates and begin their journey through 
puberty at different ages.

Thank you to Megan for sharing her experiences and knowledge on female 
development and the thought patterns of a female swimmer throughout puberty.
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Swimming Clubs are a place where a partnership is created between the 
swimmer, parents, coaches, and the community.  These relationships can 
be aligned to promote the health and development of character, and the 

performance of the athlete.

Swimming Clubs, or university programs in some countries, are the cornerstone 
on which the sport of swimming is developed and nurtured. They are the key to 
a country providing successful swimmers at an International level right down to 
the first experiences of a young 6, 7 or 8 year old on their first day with a club.

Each swimming club or squad program is different. When you first look for 
a Club or squad program, you will usually find yourself directed towards the 
squads connected as an extension of the learn-to-swim program you are involved 
in. It is wise to also consider clubs in the local region who have junior and age 
group programs. Look closely at the strengths of each program, including the 
key coaches who work in the junior and age group area, as well as the level of 
swimmers already swimming for the club, prior to making a decision.

There are hundreds of swimming clubs to choose from however most parents 
will consider the clubs closest to their homes. You can research on the Internet 
first to get a feel for the swimming clubs in your area. www.SwimClub.com.
au provides you with a listing of all swimming clubs in Australia. If you live in 
Australia and your club is not on this website, then encourage your secretary to 
email the site to get your club added.

A list of countries and websites is provided on the following page to assist you to 
identify a club in your country.

http://www.SwimClub.com.au
http://www.SwimClub.com.au
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Australia Swimming Australia www.swimming.org.au

Canada Swimming Canada www.swimming.ca

Great Britain British Swimming www.britishswimming.org

New Zealand Swimming New Zealand www.swimmingnz.org.nz

United States of America USA Swimming www.usaswimming.org

Choosing a Club / Coach

Choosing the right club or coach for your child is a very important decision.

Swimmers in a metropolitan area or large town will often have a limited number 
of swimming coaches or swimming clubs to choose from. Go down to a local 
swim meet and watch the way the coaches from different clubs interact with the 
swimmers during warm-up and before and after each swimmer’s race. If you like 
what you see, contact the coach and ask if your child can attend a training session 
to see how they go. 

Do some research on the coaching qualifications held by the coach you have 
selected and compare these qualifications and experience with other coaches you 
may be considering. Ask parents of older swimmers in the area as most parents 
will be fairly honest in the appraisal of the coach and will happily talk about their 
child’s experiences, both positive and negative.

If swimmers from a club are consistently achieving good results and are smiling 
and having fun, and the training is conducted as part of a structured program, 
then this will probably be the best choice.

Changing Clubs or Coaches

It is inevitable that some swimmers will change clubs or coaches throughout 
their swimming career. The most common time that families consider switching 
clubs or coaches is following an important swim meet; usually when the swimmer 
has not swum up to their expectations. There’s that word again…expectations. 

Competitions are emotional for many people and as a result, families make 
emotional decisions in regards to the swimmers future. Some of these decisions 
are driven by the swimmer and some are parent-driven, however my advice is 
that families always have a cooling-down period of at least 24 to 48 hours after 

One of the best 
methods to identify 
the right coach for 
your child, especially 
if they are showing 
some promise in the 
sport of swimming, is 
to look closely at the 
results of swimmers in 
your local region and 
identify patterns of 
improvement. 

http://www.swimming.org.au
http://www.swimming.ca
http://www.britishswimming.org
http://www.swimmingnz.org.nz
http://www.usaswimming.org
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each meet to ensure that the decision is not just an emotional one. Every season 
I watch families make sudden decisions to change coaches or clubs as a result of 
outcomes from one or two competitions and then regret their decision in the 
following months.

There are however situations where you may need to make a change.

If your child has progressed to a level of performance that the coach does not have 
the experience or program to keep suit, then it may be in the child’s best interest 
to move Clubs to a more qualified, experienced or technically proficient coach.

A swimmer, who is not happy at a club or is struggling to build relationships 
based on trust and respect with their coach or teammates, may want to make 
a change. If you observe this, or your child communicates this to you, then 
it is important for you to communicate with the coach, so that you can work 
together in an effort to fix the situation. A move in this situation may result in an 
improvement in performance and a happier child.

The one situation that I would advise that you consider moving your child is if 
the coach is abusive towards swimmers or officials. Swimming and youth sports 
in general, have no place for coaches who verbally or physically intimidate or 
bully athletes. 

Over the past 30 years, I have observed many swimmers who have been happy at 
a Club and who have improved substantially over the previous 12 to 18 months. 
Suddenly they decide to depart their Club after a swim meet. In virtually all 
cases, the decision to change coaches or clubs was made by the parent, and often 
without consulting the child. In many cases, the parent was not happy with 
the outcomes from the swim meet; because the child did not perform to their 
expectations. In these situations, parents look for someone to blame and in most 
cases, this is the coach.

If a swimmer is happy at a Club and they have improved over the past 12 months, 
and you can measure this by comparing last seasons time against this seasons time 
for the same event at the same time of year; then leave them there. Parents must 
consider their child’s friendships, relationship with the coach, general happiness 
within a squad and enjoyment of the sport before making a decision to remove 
them from their current environment.

There are also a small group of parents who move their child from Club to Club 
continually seeking that “magic coach” who will assist their child to swim personal 
best times at every meet. Unfortunately there is no such coach. A majority of these 
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children quit the sport very early because of the pressure to constantly perform 
and the knowledge that if they do not perform, they may be moved away from 
their friends to another club. These children are in a no-win situation and sadly 
drop out of the sport before they have the chance to fully develop.

Children who constantly move from one club to another through their pre-
teen and teenage years often find it difficult to commit to tasks, both within and 
outside of sport, when they are older. An example of this is the swimmer who 
moves into adulthood and struggles to stay motivated in the one job for more 
than two years. Teaching children to commit to a swimming program and take 
responsibility for their own performances is essential to their development later 
in life and this should be considered whenever changing coaches or clubs.

If you do find yourself being emotional after a swim meet, or your child is 
emotional about something, take a couple of days to let the emotion dissipate 
and then if you consider the issue is serious, make a time to sit down with the 
coach to have a chat. Openly discuss your feelings, or if it is your child who has 
the issue, encourage them to discuss the situation and their feelings with the 
coach. Discussions like these will not only help your situation, they will assist the 
coach with their development and their understanding of your child, leading to 
a closer relationship. 

If things do not improve over time, then you may consider making a move, 
however by communicating with your current coach, there is a much greater 
chance of resolving any issues. This is the step many parents fail to take.

If you do make the decision to change clubs or coaches, there is a right way and 
another way to do this. Discuss the situation with your child first and involve 
them in the decision-making process. Their opinion should weigh heavily in 
the final decision. If you decide between you to make the move, make a time to 
meet with your child’s coach and explain the reason you are making the change. 
Your child’s coach has invested a lot of time, effort and personal emotion into the 
training of your child and regardless of what you or your child may think of the 
coach, you owe it to them to sit down and discuss the reasons for leaving. This 
will assist you, your child and the coach to move forward and often retain strong 
friendships or coaching relationship into the future. Your child may be working 
with the coach again in the near future in development squads or competitions 
and if they can retain a good relationship it will assist your child’s progress. If 
you miss this step and advise the coach by text, email or even by phone, you do 
not get the same opportunity to discuss your reasons for the change, provide 
feedback to the coach and retain a relationship into the future.

The bottom line is 
to never make an 
emotional decision 
to switch clubs, 
especially following 
a swim meet. Most 
parents who do make 
the decision to leave 
a club under these 
circumstances live 
with a high level of 
regret for many years.
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Often when swimmers change clubs, one area that is not well considered is the 
travelling that is required. As most swimmers start at their local swimming club, 
a change of club will usually involve more commuting. It’s important that you 
assess the increased distance that you need to travel and also the time it takes 
to get to and from training each day. Also bare in mind the probability that 
your child may start doing an increased number of sessions over time or double 
sessions, morning and night, which will further increase the time taken to get to 
and from training.  

Time is one of our most important commodities in life and should be a 
consideration when changing clubs or coaches.

It is also important to consider other families members, their activities and 
whether you can support them as well. This is particularly relevant if you have 
another son or daughter who may be very happy in their current swimming club. 

Finally, when you begin training in a new program, it may take anywhere up to 
12 months to get used to the training regime and coach personality. In many 
cases, swimmer’s times will go backwards a little before improving again. Be 
prepared for this if it does happen and remain supportive to your child and their 
new coach. 

Swimming Club Operations

Swimming Club’s around the world are primarily run and managed by their 
members. Each club will have their own structure which will include a leadership 
Board or Committee that will oversee the conduct of all the Club’s activities and 
strategic direction.

The income sources for Clubs will vary depending on their own circumstances 
and the state or country they are in. Income is generally derived from membership 
fees paid by competitor members and non-competitor members.

Income may also be sourced from the conduct of swim meets, social functions 
and fund-raising efforts. There are a number of Clubs around the world who have 
developed their own businesses, and the income generated from the business can 
then be used to develop facilities, buy equipment and provide general swimmer 
support. Nunawading Swimming Club www.NunawadingSwimmingClub.
com in Melbourne, Australia is a great example of a Club that runs its own 
business, deriving an income from a number of swim school businesses www.
JustSwimming.com.au.

http://www.NunawadingSwimmingClub.com
http://www.NunawadingSwimmingClub.com
http://www.JustSwimming.com.au
http://www.JustSwimming.com.au
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There are also many expenses that a Swimming Club must cover. Membership 
registration fees to the State or National Swimming Organisation or Local 
Swimming Committee (USA) are normal. Many clubs will offer support to 
swimmers in the form of travel subsidies as well as wholesale prices for club 
uniforms. 

Club Membership for Parents

While each child who wishes to compete is required to join a Swimming Club, 
many parents do not see the need to join the club as well. 

I would strongly encourage at least one parent of each swimmer to join the 
club when your child does. You can join as a non-competitor or non-swimmer, 
unless of course you want to compete! Non-Competitor memberships are often 
a lot cheaper than Competitor memberships and provide an opportunity to 
financially support your child’s club and to contribute in other ways.

Committees

Holding down a Committee position is not for everyone, however there are 
positions in every club that require parent’s involvement. Parents are encouraged 
to nominate for Club committees with the intention of helping to progress the 
Club and the opportunities for swimmers in the Club. 

There are a number of positions on Swimming Club committees. These may 
include:

 ӫ President
 ӫ Treasurer
 ӫ Secretary
 ӫ Team Manager
 ӫ District or Local Region Representative
 ӫ Competition Officer
 ӫ Membership Registrar
 ӫ Awards or Trophy Officer
 ӫ Records Officer
 ӫ Officials Representative
 ӫ Website Coordinator
 ӫ Newsletter Coordinator
 ӫ Sponsorship Coordinator

The strongest clubs 
in the world have a 
strong parent and 
volunteer involvement 
in their activities and 
Committees. 
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 ӫ Property Coordinator
 ӫ Marketing Coordinator
 ӫ Uniform Officer

If you have skills in any of these areas then consider donating some of your time 
and expertise to your child’s Club.

Volunteering

Swimming Clubs are non-profit organisations that rely on the generosity 
of volunteers to ensure their existence. If you are not in a position to take 
up a Committee position then I strongly recommend that you take an active 
involvement in assisting the Club when they require assistance at swim meets, 
attendance at social functions and support with fundraising activities.

Swim meets rely on volunteers and every swim meet requires parents or siblings 
to volunteer to time-keep. Be an active volunteer in this area and everyone in 
your Club will appreciate your assistance. It is also a great way to make new 
friends.

Be an active volunteer by time keeping. It’s a great way to watch 
a swim meet from one of the best seats in the house.
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Team Uniform

Most Clubs or swimming teams will encourage all swimmers and coaches to 
wear a uniform so that they are identified as members of the team. The uniform 
will often include the club’s logo and the Club’s name.

Club uniform will often include a t-shirt or polo shirt and a club tracksuit. When 
it comes time to compete, swimmers will be expected to wear club bathers and a 
swim cap with the club’s name or logo on it. 

Most young swimmers will strive to get their first club tracksuit or club shirt and 
will wear it with pride. Most swimming clubs insist that members wear their club 
uniform at all meets and some other activities.

Now let’s learn a bit more about swimming training.

Uniforms bring groups 
of people together and 
make them feel special 
when they compete 
together.
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There are many areas to take into consideration in regards to swimming 
training. While some of these have been touched on earlier, they are 
explained in more detail below.

Training Frequency

From a young age, children participate in ground based activities including 
walking, running, skipping and jumping, however none of these activities offer a 
transfer of skills to water based activities.

Unfortunately for swimmers, because their sport takes place in a foreign 
environment, the water, it is necessary for them to spend hundreds of hours in 
the water swimming each year. If children could swim to school, swim to the 
shops, swim anywhere they wanted to go, there would not be the need for as 
many training hours, but of course this can not happen.

For these reasons, swimmers train a number of sessions each week to learn the 
skills required to compete successfully in competitions.

Training Hours

To fit swimming training in around school, a majority of programs will offer 
training either in the morning, 5:00 to 7:00am or 6:00 to 8:00am, prior to the 
child heading off to school or in the afternoon, say 5:00pm to 7:00pm to provide 
enough time for children to get from school to their training venue. These may 
vary from country to country.

As children have to 
learn so many complex 

skills to swim each of 
the four strokes, they 

need to spend time 
in the water to learn 
these skills, develop 

their ‘feel’ of the water 
and improve their 

performance.
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It would be ideal if swimmers could train later in the morning and earlier in the 
afternoon each day and more children would probably take up the sport if this 
was the case. There are selected schools throughout the USA that offer these 
training times however there are not many schools that have this flexibility in 
Australia, New Zealand and other countries.

The training hours are just as hard on the parents who have to wake at the early 
hours of the morning to drive their children to swimming, often work during the 
day and transport their children again at night time.

The squad training times in many programs may also be affected if the swimming 
pool conducts swimming lessons. These lessons are often conducted immediately 
after school with the squad training beginning later in the evening.

Training Equipment

The following equipment is required by all swimmers in most squad training 
situations. 

 ӫ A pair of bathers, 
 ӫ A kickboard, 
 ӫ A pair of flippers or fins, 
 ӫ A pull buoy, 
 ӫ A pair of paddles for older swimmers, 
 ӫ Swimming cap, 
 ӫ A couple of pair of goggles, and 
 ӫ A drink bottle. 

Other items of equipment may include a snorkel, nose clip and logbook. 

It is a good idea to label all equipment with a waterproof marker to avoid mix-
ups of equipment with other children. 

Log Books

Log books are a great way for swimmers to record what they have done in 
training and how they feel about their training and their performance in each 
training session. By recording the main set and times swum, swimmers have a 
record of their training performance. 

Organised swimmers 
will have a good 
second pair of goggles 
available at all times. 
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While many coaches differ in their opinions to logbooks, they can be a terrific 
communication tool between the coach and the swimmer. I was fortunate enough 
to have a coach who insisted on handing in your log book every Saturday and it 
was returned to you on Monday morning. While my coach only wrote one or 
two lines in the comments section each week, these comments would motivate 
me to improve in certain areas. These included stroke or skill improvements and 
enabled my coach to provide me with recognition for performances from the 
previous weeks competitions. The feedback was a very powerful.

When I was younger, my parents could write a note in my logbook to the coach 
if need be, however it was used primarily as a communication tool between the 
swimmer and the coach and also to retain a record of what the swimmer had 
done. 

Later on as a teenager I used the logbook to write in how I felt each day, how 
much sleep I was getting and my heart rate each morning. This gave my coach 
a good understanding of my mental frame of mind and by listing my heart rate 
each morning when I woke up, my coach and I were able to monitor my health 
as well. An elevated morning heart rate usually meant I was coming down with 
a cold or virus. While it didn’t happen very often, it was easy to work out a day 
or two prior because my heart rate would be slightly higher. We would back of 
training for a day or two until I was right to go again.

As a coach I used a logbook with all my swimmers over the age of 12 years. 
Having a weekly opportunity to provide each swimmer with individual feedback 
was very useful. One example of how I used a logbook with female swimmers 
was that they would mark each day that they had their period with a P. In this 
way, the female athlete was able to communicate with me when they had their 
period and this allowed me to understand any changes in mood patterns and 
ability to perform in training and races.

The success of using a logbook is primarily determined by the coach and 
swimmer, however if the coach has asked all swimmers to complete logbooks, it 
is important that parents provide encouragement and support to the swimmer 
by reminding them to complete it for 2 minutes each day. Remember however 
that this is the swimmer’s responsibility and once you have reminded them, leave 
it alone.

For an older swimmer, a log book can assist in the communication between the 
coach and the swimmer, particularly in communicating work patterns, how they 
feel in different training sets and logging training and competition performances.
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As the swimmer becomes older and more experienced referral of the log book to 
the coach may become less frequent yet it still remains an important recording 
tool for the swimmer and the coach.

Balancing Swimming, School & Social Activities

Now this can be a tricky one. For many swimmers, swimming is in the blood. 
Some children enjoy the training more, others enjoy the competitions more and 
some children enjoy both equally. Because of the dedication and commitment 
required to be a State or National level swimmer from aged 11 years, questions 
are often asked in regards to managing the balance between swimming, school 
and a swimmer’s ‘social life’.

For young children it is important to continue participating in a variety of sports or 
other activities including music or drama. Once a child starts doing 3 or 4 sessions 
each week, balancing social activities, involvement in other sports, conflicting 
swimming training times and competition schedules can be a challenge.

As swimmers get older and become more involved in swimming and begin 
training at least once each day, it becomes more difficult for them to do more 
than one or two sports or external activities as well as completing all necessary 
school work and associated homework. 

Sit down and talk through your child’s various commitments with them on a 
regular basis. Watch their energy levels each day and ensure they are getting 
enough sleep each night. Signs to look for that identify that they are not coping 
include mood swings and general lethargy in their daily activities. If they are 
enjoying all their activities, work through with them to develop ways that they 
can look after themselves.

When swimmers begin to train twice each day, they will have to make many 
choices, not only in relation to sporting activities and homework requirements. 
For example, swimmers will be invited by school class-mates to parties and 
sleepovers that may conflict with training or competition requirements. 

Your child may be invited to a series of parties around the ages of 16 and 18 
years. Some of these will be for close friends and others for class-mates from 
school. It may be easy to decide on whether to attend some parties if they do 
not clash with swimming training or competitions. The hard decision though is 
when a party for a good friend is organised for the night before a training session 
or a competition. 

Planning and time 
management becomes 
more important 
throughout the 
teenage years.

The athlete will have 
to make choices on 
whether to attend 
social activities or not 
and in many respects 
these choices will 
decide their future in 
the sport.
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Spending time with friends at social events is a very 
important part of every teenager’s development.

On these occasions you may allow your child to attend the party for a short 
period of time and then face up to swimming the next day. Decisions will need 
to be made on a regular basis and will depend on the seriousness of your child’s 
commitment to swimming and the closeness of their relationship with the friend 
who is holding the party.

Because of the nature of swimming, many friendships will come out of your 
child’s involvement in the sport and many of the social activities will be based 
around their friends from swimming.

While school work is a priority particularly in the final years of high school, my 
experiences are that swimmers who train on a regular basis are more alert, more 
organised and achieve very good results compared with students who choose to 
finish up or reduce their swimming loads in these years. The final year of high 
school may be the only year where a reduced training load may be necessary at 
important times throughout the year.

Parents who do not have children who participate in swimming can find it 
difficult to understand why your child does so much swimming. You may be 
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perceived by some of them as being a pushy parent because your child swims 
multiple times per week. Unfortunately this is just part of being involved in the 
sport and you should be guided by your child’s coach and other knowledgeable 
people within the club.

Illness, Injury & Training

It is often difficult as a parent to determine whether your sick child should attend 
training. If a swimmer doesn’t feel well, knowing when to train or compete 
can be difficult. When a swimmer has an injury or infection such as a cold or 
‘stomach flu’, together you need to decide how exercise might affect their health, 
their performance and the health of others. 

If the illness is highly contagious the obvious answer is to keep them away so 
their teammates do not get sick. This is particularly important if they have had 
an illness like gastroenteritis.

It is important for parents and swimmers to inform the coach of the health status 
of the swimmer throughout any periods of injury or illness. You should also 
maintain open lines of communication with the coach in regards to absenteeism 
from training or competition. 

Illness
If your child’s body is fighting an infection, training benefits will be less than 
optimal. Taking a few days off training is not the end of the world and it may 
even be better for your child and their teammates. A swimmer’s resting heart 
rate is a good indicator of their health. It is good practice for teenage swimmers 
to measure their heart rate each morning as soon as they wake up. As explained 
earlier, if their heart rate is higher than their average morning heart rate then 
they could potentially be suffering from a minor illness. Swimmers can take their 
own heart rate using two fingers across the side of their throat and count the 
number of beats in 60 seconds. This should be done as soon as they wake up and 
while they are still resting.

When a swimmer resumes back from an illness, they should ease back into 
training. Deciding to exercise when you are sick largely involves common sense. 
Taking precautions about spreading infections and listening to your body can go 
along way in getting you back into action without any setbacks.

If your child is a dedicated swimmer and wants to swim, they may hide their 
illness so they can swim. The opposite can be said for a less dedicated swimmer 

If in doubt, sit it 
out—its better to 
be safe than sorry.
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who can use a bit of a sniffle as an excuse not to go to training. Let the child 
determine whether they are well enough to go. As their parent if you think that 
they are too sick to go then override their decision.

Injury
Coaches should aim to keep swimmers healthy and free from injury and should 
be aware of athletes who are in an over-trained state. An over-trained state is 
where the physical and emotional stressors have exceeded the individual’s ability 
to absorb or adapt to the accumulative stress placed on the body.

The effective periodisation of training is the best way for coaches to adjust the 
total training stress.

In my experience, there are four main reasons why swimmers sustain an injury.

The first is a muscular or skeletal abnormality or imbalance in the body. One 
arm may be stronger than the other, or muscles on one side of the body may be 
over-compensating for those on the other side of the body.

The second is from repeated action of poor technique. This can happen in 
any stroke and is one of the critical reasons why technique must be a focus for 
swimmers of all levels.

The third is an athlete’s inability to absorb the training stress. The coach should 
monitor each swimmer carefully to ensure they are coping with the gradual 
increase of training loads. If they are not, the training should be modified.

The fourth reason is injuries sustained from other sports. Often swimmers are 
good at other sports due to the increased time spent on coordination and high 
level of aerobic fitness. For this reason, swimmers are often targeted at a school 
or local level to play other sports.

With both illness and injury, I would highly recommend that parents consult a 
sports physician or sports massage or physiotherapy expert. My experience with 
local physicians is that many do not understand the uniqueness of being involved 
in competitive sport and the related illness or injuries that sports people can 
receive.

The common prescription from most local doctors is to sit it out for 3 to 10 days 
until you are well or the injury feels better. A sports physician will work with 
your child to get them back in the water as soon as possible. 
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A Taper

The purpose of a taper is to bring the swimmer to a condition at the time of 
competition enabling them to race at the peak of their physical capacities. The 
taper follows a relatively long period of hard training and adaptation throughout 
the training preparation.

The taper is designed to reduce the workload or physiological stresses on the 
body in a controlled manner. It is the major adaptive period of the preparation 
for a competition. If the taper process is not managed in a controlled and 
methodical way, the swimmer can find themselves in a position where they are 
not in the ideal physical state to perform and produce their best.

The all important taper period is where the craftsman coach polishes up their 
article. This is a period where care must be taken and sudden change in anything 
is not recommended. It is a process of gradually and methodically reducing 
volume and intensity to a point where the swimmer is brought to a position of 
being fully rested, completely fit and ready to perform. In many respects, the 
older the swimmer is, the more important the taper. For young swimmers aged 
12 years and under a slight reduction in their training volume and intensity in 
the days leading up to a swim meet will suffice.

No two tapers are the same and the coach is usually very observant of the swimmer 
and empathetic with them. The taper is a time when the coach and swimmer want 
to feel confident that everything is going perfectly. Under normal circumstances 
little unimportant issues can be magnified into enormous problems by the stress 
of getting ready and the uncertain outcome of the impending performance. To 
dispel these difficulties the coach needs to always project an image of control and 
provide reassurance to the swimmer that everything is on track. The coach also 
requires the parents support in providing a positive attitude at home. Positive 
attitudes and mental strength are paramount for the successful execution of the 
taper, and are perhaps the most important factor in the final performance.

As in many things in life there is no “one right way to do something,” and taper 
design is no exception. No two coaches will taper their swimmers the same way 
and rarely will a coach replicate a taper in every detail. 

The taper process is affected by the swimmers preparation leading into the taper 
period with all of the following factors having to be taken into account.

 ӫ Previous history including swimmer responses to previous tapers
 ӫ Length of the preparation the swimmer has completed
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 ӫ Quality of the work done across all categories of training
 ӫ Main events to be swum and dates
 ӫ Chronological age and training age of the swimmer
 ӫ Body type and physiological characteristics
 ӫ Health status during the lead in preparation
 ӫ Volumes swum in the lead up to taper
 ӫ Male or female—Tapers will differ for each with males in general 

tapering for a longer period than females, and their
 ӫ Psychological make up. 

Michael Phelps explains a taper as follows in No Limits, The Will to Succeed (see 
www.SwimmingForParents.com/books): 

“As the meet draws near, the idea is to keep training but include more rest, 
drawing on the weeks and months of hard training beforehand, the objective 
being to peak at the meet itself. That’s called a taper. The challenge is getting 
the timing right, complicated by the fact that what works for one swimmer 
might not—indeed probably won’t—work for another. There’s no one-size-fits-
all. Bob (Bob Bowman, Michael’s coach) puts it this way: When you taper 
swimmers, it’s like a haircut. You never know if it’s any good until it’s 
too late.” 11

Taper Design

There are many taper designs and most coaches will have more than one method 
from which they choose. The basic principles that are followed taking into 
consideration the factors mentioned above are:

 ӫ The number of sessions is generally reduced. Swimmers may be 
given sessions off.

 ӫ There is a gradual reduction in volume. The volume on a week by 
week basis is reduced to 50% or less of pre- taper work, in the week 
prior to competition 

 ӫ The length of sessions is reduced. As the volume is reduced we usually 
find that the session length is reduced. This will provide the swimmer 
with the opportunity for more sleep and rest.

11 Phelps, M., 2008, No Limits, The Will to Succeed, Simon & Schuster

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
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 ӫ The period of taper can be 5 weeks to one week. Young girls who 
are predominantly aerobic athletes may perform best on very little taper, 
with one week being enough to provide them with the necessary rest, 
but the heavily muscled 16 or 17 year old male will need a longer period 
of time to recover and fully adapt to the previous weeks of hard training.

 ӫ There is a gradual reduction in intensity. The reduction in intensity 
refers more specifically to a reduction in the volumes of high intensity 
work, such as sets requiring very hard efforts.

 ӫ Speed and race pace work is performed with high quality but 
sparingly. It is easy for both the swimmer and coach to become over 
excited and over do the speed and race pace work. This type of work 
if overdone will tear the swimmer down and should be done in small 
volumes for reinforcement and fine tuning.

 ӫ Race skills are perfected. When a swimmer is in a taper, it is the perfect 
time to focus on starts, turns, finishes and relay changeovers

Handy Taper Hints

During a taper, swimmers are susceptible to illness as the body adapts. Parents 
are encouraged to assist swimmers with sound personal management and good 
nutrition to reduce the risks of illness during the taper and competition period. 
Swimmers will need to reduce their calorie intake as the volume of training 
reduces.

Swimmers are encouraged to have confidence in their training program and 
preparation. A positive attitude from parents and swimmers through this period 
is very important and positive self-belief from the athlete is an important factor 
in performance.

A focus on technique and skills are vitally important during this period and 
swimmers will also work on maintaining both strength and flexibility.

Finally, swimmers need to remember that “You don’t have to feel good to swim 
great”. Many swimmers have felt ordinary in warm-up and then come out to 
swim personal best times in their races.

Most coaches will err 
on the side of more 
rest if the swimmer 
is not responding 
as expected and 
will avoid doing too 
much high intensity 
work in taper.
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Indoor versus Outdoor Pool

If a coach has a choice of an indoor or an outdoor pool then they will often use 
both pools to provide a varied training program. Many of the major meets held 
throughout the world are conducted in outdoor pools, so for a swimmer who 
trains primarily indoors, they should make every effort to attend sessions offered 
in an outdoor pool. Many country meets are also held in outdoor pools.

Many backstroke swimmers avoid swimming outdoors, particularly if they train 
primarily indoors, as there is no roof to follow. Training outdoors is important 
for these swimmers because it provides them with awareness of where they are 
in the lane and how far they are down the length of the pool without relying on 
a roof. 

In summer, most swimmers will enjoy training outdoors because they can breathe 
fresh air, which is conducive to good performance. Many don’t mind a sun tan 
either so ensure they have sun-block on as the sun can be deceiving, particularly 
if they don’t train outdoors on a regular basis.

Overall, training indoors or outdoors should have no real affect on the overall 
progress of a swimmer. In many situations, one or the other is the norm and 
because swimmers get comfortable with their surroundings, they begin to prefer 
the one they train in most often.

Different Length Pools

Once again, if a coach has a choice of training in a 25m or 50m length pool they 
will often use both pools as each set up will provide swimmers with opportunities 
to develop different aspects of their swimming. 

There is no research that I am aware of that compares results gained by swimmers 
who train in a 25m pool to those who train in a 50m pool. Having trained in both 
as a swimmer and worked as a coach using both, I would say if a program can 
organise training sessions in a combination of both 50m and 25m pools, then 
they should plan to do this.

The USA Swim Team is very strong in all aspects of their swimming. Their 
racing skills including starts, turns and finishes have been outstanding for many 
years. Many USA swimmers train short course yards for periods in each season 
and with the pool length at 25 yards, each swimmer must focus even more on 
their start and turns. The result is that these swimmers also complete better 
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turns when they race in 50 metre pools because they have done so many turns 
in training. 

Based on this, some coaches would argue that training in a 25 yard or 25 metre 
pool is an advantage because of the improved performance in turns, if they are 
completed perfectly in training. At the other end of the scale, many coaches 
believe training long course, in a 50 metre pool, will assist in building the 
endurance and aerobic capabilities of swimmers. 

With junior swimmers, training in a 50 metre pool can often be more challenging 
and lead to greater improvement in the short term because the swimmer is not 
able to stop every 25 metres. 50 metre pools are often deeper than 25 metre 
pools and this limits the swimmer’s ability to stand up and rest throughout each 
lap.

An important part of swimming training is the dryland component of the 
program. Let’s now look at this more closely.
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Dryland training is an important component of swimming training 
from the age of 9 years upwards. For younger swimmers, the dryland 
component of their training will consist of general exercises and core 

body stabilising exercises.

For swimmers aged 14 years and over, dryland training may include the 
introduction of weights and varying exercises that may be more complex. The 
focus will shift to the development of the individual muscle groups used in the 
sport of swimming.

The following section aims to inform coaches and parents on the appropriate 
age to commence resistance training as part of their dryland routine as well as 
the importance of a dryland warm-up and stretching. To assist us in this area we 
have utilised the experience of Simon Moule, Strength & Conditioning Coach 
at the Nunawading Swimming Club in Melbourne, Australia.

If a child is ready to participate in organised swimming as part of a squad or 
participate in competitive meets then they are generally ready to perform a 
supervised resistance (dryland) training program. 

A dryland training program for swimming can commence around 7 years of age, 
however young swimmers do not begin squad training until they are 8 or 9 years 
in most cases.

The actual age of the child starting a dryland program will also vary depending 
on their capacity to follow clear instructions in the gym.
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Flexibility

Flexibility is important in swimming for a number of different reasons. For 
example, a swimmer with good shoulder flexibility will be able to reach further 
forward and increase the range of motion for their stroke. This will assist the 
swimmer to move further forward through the water for each stroke they take.

Flexibility is defined as “the absolute range of movement in a joint or series of 
joints that is attainable in a momentary effort with the help of a partner, yourself 
or a piece of equipment”.

Flexibility is not something general but is specific to a particular joint or set of 
joints. Being flexible in one part of your body does not necessarily mean you are 
flexible in another part of your body.

There are a number of internal factors that affect flexibility. These include:

 ӫ the type of joint—some joints are not meant to be flexible
 ӫ the elasticity of skin, muscle tissue, tendons & ligaments
 ӫ the ability of a muscle to relax and contract to achieve greatest range of 

motion
 ӫ the temperature of the joint and associated tissues—with an increased 

body temperature, flexibility should also improve.

There are also a number of external factors that affect flexibility. These include:

 ӫ the person’s age—the older you are, the longer it will take to develop the 
desired level of flexibility 

 ӫ the person’s gender—females are generally more flexible than males
 ӫ the temperature of the place where one is training
 ӫ the time of day—afternoon is better because the body has been moving 

all day
 ӫ one’s ability to perform a particular exercise—practice makes perfect
 ӫ one’s commitment to achieving flexibility

Swimmers can improve their flexibility by completing a dryland warm up and 
then undertaking a regular structured stretching program.
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Dryland Warm-ups

The warm-up is very important in swimming because it prepares the body for 
the training session or competition. The most effective warm-up consists of 
general and specific exercises. General exercises may include skipping, thera-
band exercises for the shoulder and general stretching. Specific exercises include 
stretches and movements that are appropriate for the movements/strokes in 
swimming.

Warming up prior to stretching is very important. Warming up is the process 
of raising your core body temperature and will assist in the minimization of 
injuries.

It is important to complete a general warm up before beginning stretching. 
A warm up should begin with active exercises that get the blood flowing and 
warm up the muscles. Exercises should begin in a slow controlled manner and 
gradually become more rapid or vigorous as the body warms up. For swimmers, 
exercises usually begin with arm swinging back and forth, left and right, then 
both, followed by a range of other body and leg exercises. 

A warm up may include joint rotations of the shoulders, neck, trunk, waist, hips, 
legs and knees. Some warm ups will include joint rotation of the fingers, knuckles, 
wrists, elbows, ankles and toes. Warm ups may also include five minutes of 
aerobic activity like skipping or jogging. These exercises will raise the swimmer’s 
core body temperature and make the body more receptive to stretching.

Once the body is warmed up, the swimmer will start stretching by performing a 
variety of stretches for the arms, legs and body. Once the stretches are completed 
it is time to begin training or a warm up for the competition.

The possible benefits of a warm-up prior to physical activity include;

 ӫ Increased blood flow to muscles
 ӫ Increased circulation leading to decreased vascular resistance
 ӫ Increased speed of nerve impulses
 ӫ Increased cardiovascular response to sudden strenuous exercise
 ӫ Increased relaxation and concentration
 ӫ Decreased number of injuries due to increased range of motion
 ӫ Decreased stiffness of connective tissue leading to decreased likelihood 

of tears
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There is no data on which to prescribe intensity and duration of a warm-up. 
One guideline for the intensity of the warm-up is to produce some mild sweating 
without fatigue. The effect of a warm up lasts approximately 30 minutes, so it is 
important not to warm up too early.

Several clinical studies have shown that a structured warm-up program that is 
designed to warm up an athlete’s muscles can reduce the risk of injury by 50% 
or more.

Stretching

There are a number of benefits for swimmers to complete controlled movement 
exercises and specific joint and muscle stretching exercises both before and after 
each training session. 

Stretching before training can also be an important social activity for the squad 
group. Swimmers can catch up with each other while diligently completing their 
stretches.

When done properly, stretching will do more than increase flexibility. Stretching 
will also enhance physical fitness, enhance the elasticity of connective tissues, 
enhance the development of body awareness, enhance the ability to learn 
and perform skilled movements and enhance mental and physical relaxation. 
Stretching will also reduce risk of injury to joints, muscles and tendons, reduce 
muscular soreness and reduce muscular tension.

There are many types of stretching. Below are two of the more commonly used 
and safer stretching methods used by swimmers.

Static Stretching involves the voluntary positioning of the muscle at the extreme 
in its range of motion and then holding that position for a minimum 20 seconds. 
The muscle must remain relaxed at all times and the stretch should be gentle 
and slow. Each stretch must be repeated at least three times before moving onto 
the next. Static stretching is the safest method of stretching and is used by most 
swimmers. 

PNF Stretching (Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation) is a second method 
used by many swimmers. Often called the contract-relax technique, PNF 
stretching usually employs the use of a partner to provide resistance against the 
isometric contraction and then passively take the muscle through an increased 
range of motion.
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Coaches may vary the length of time that each stretch is held for. In the programs 
I have been involved in we have used 20 seconds as a standard time. This can 
vary between coaches and range from 10 seconds to 2 minutes.

It is important for the athlete to maintain a regular breathing pattern during all 
stretching. Proper breathing will help relax the body, increase blood flow and 
helps to remove lactic acid and other exercise by-products. Swimmers should use 
slow relaxed breaths and exhale as the muscle is stretching.

Learning how to stretch correctly is important for children of all 
ages. Stretching with your friends can also be a lot of fun. 

The best time to stretch is when your muscles are warmed up. Often swimmers 
will find they can stretch through a wider range of motion before afternoon 
training because their bodies are warmed up from the day’s activities. It is 
important however to get into the habit of stretching in the mornings as many 
training sessions and the heats of major competitions are held in the mornings.

Over the years, I have experimented with stretching before, after and even during 
training sessions. The more warmed up the body, the better the stretching results 
obtained.
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Swimmers should remember to:

 ӫ Work toward increasing their flexibility and range of movement.
 ӫ Not compare themselves with others. Each person is an individual.
 ӫ Work on both sides of their body as one side of the body may be more 

flexible than the other.
 ӫ Relax the mind as well as the body.

All aspiring swimmers should work hard on their stretching so that they become 
a more complete swimmer.

An Introduction to Weight Training

Weight training is a specialised area and I will not go into too much detail. For 
the ages listed below, I would strongly advise that the coach or person leading 
the dryland program is experienced and qualified in this area.

The introduction of weights into a dryland training program is generally initiated 
post puberty, and during adolescence. 

Weight training needs close supervision and thorough training by the instructor. 
Swimmers must follow the guidelines and instructions provided. It becomes 
more important as the swimmer gets older and helps create strength, power and 
muscular endurance in the athlete.

Children aged 6 to 9 years should do a modification of body weight exercises 
and light resistance exercises without using any weights. Examples of this type 
of resistance training are evident in most young swimmers warm up before they 
commence their swimming session. These exercises are usually completed on 
pool deck for a relatively short amount of time. The absence of a gym does not 
mean that a controlled, planned and progressive program cannot be delivered 
for this level and age group.

Children aged 9 to 12 years should use very light weights and complete 10 to 
15 repetitions of each exercise. The type of exercises recommended for this 
age group include light free weights and machine weights where the machine 
is the appropriate size for the child. The use of an experienced or trainee gym 
instructor is recommended for children of this age.

Children aged 12 to 15 years can use progressively more free weight exercises 
but avoid complex lifts such as cleans, snatches, dead lifts (often referred to as 

The early stages 
of weight training 
involve learning 
basic lifting 
techniques and 
movement patterns 
and do not involve 
the use of weights.

Swimmers must 
be aware that 
weight training will 
enhance swimming 
training but is not a 
substitute for it.
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Olympic lifts) and squats unless competent coaching is available from a coach 
with a high level of strength and conditioning accreditation (eg. Level 2—
Australian Strength & Conditioning Association).

Children aged 15 to 18 years can move towards an advanced adult program 
involving split routines where they work on their upper body at one session and 
lower body in the next. They will begin using complex multi-joint movements so 
long as they have developed sound technique leading up to this age. Once again, 
a program delivered by a coach with at least Level 2 strength and conditioning 
accreditation in Australia is recommended or similar qualifications in other 
countries.

Each level above should be developed as a coherent structured plan for the 
progressive development of young athletes throughout their maturation process 
to maximise their sporting abilities while avoiding injury and burn out. Long term 
athlete development follows a series of age and function related progressions 
whereby child athletes perform progressively more complex and intense training 
as they age and become capable. 
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swim meets

The primary way to measure the improvement of swimmers is by 
participating in competitions. There are a large variety of swim meets 
for various levels of swimmers conducted all over the world. These 

include meets at a club, district, state, national and international level. Swim 
meets can be conducted in indoor pools, outdoor pools, 25 metre length, 50 
metre length or 25 yard pools.

Entering Swim Meets

There are many details that are required when you enter a swim meet. Most 
swim meets have entry cards or require online entry and will ask for a variety of 
information. This information includes:

 ӫ The date of the swim meet
 ӫ The name of the swim meet
 ӫ The swimmer’s name
 ӫ The swimmer’s date of birth
 ӫ The swimmer’s club

When completing the entry card or entry online, have a copy of the program 
of events in front of you. Asterisk the event numbers for the events your child 
is eligible to compete in. Use a highlighter to highlight the events that you are 
going to enter your child in.

Ensure that you enter the correct event number for the event. A common 
mistake is that swimmers enter the correct distance and stroke but the wrong 
sex. Make sure you enter your son in the male events and your daughter in the 
female events. Double check this every time you complete an entry as it can 
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be embarrassing rolling up for a competition and finding your son in the girl’s 
events or vice-versa.

Encourage your child to participate in the swim meet entry process. Your child 
should discuss with their coach which events to enter and then you can teach 
them how to complete the entry card or on-line entry.

Complete the entry card or online entry including the event number, event 
name, best time and where the best time was swum. Also include the date the 
time was swum and the swim meet name, for each event.

In most countries, higher level swim meets will require all of this information to 
be completed. For club and regional meets, it may not be necessary to include 
information on where the best time was swum.

Post your entry or drop it off to the address nominated on the copy of the 
program of events or if you are completing an online entry press submit.

What is a program of events?
For each swim meet, the organisers of the meet will distribute a listing of the events 
that will be swum at the meet. Each event will have an event number. Make sure 
you enter all the ‘male’ events if the swimmer is male and vice versa for females.

What is a qualifying time?
For some swim meets, particularly those at a State or National level, the program 
of events will list qualifying times for each event. If there is a qualifying time 
listed then the swimmer must have swum a time under the qualifying time in a 
previous swim meet. They must list this entry time and the meet details of where 
they swam under the qualifying time on their entry card.

What if my child does not have a time?
If the swim meet has qualifying times, then you cannot enter any events that 
you have not qualified for. Many club, district or regional meets do not have 
qualifying times for the events. If your child does not have a time, ask the coach to 
guess a time for that event. This is much better than entering “No Time” as the 
swimmer will be placed in heats around others who will swim a similar time. The 
coach may also organise a time-trial to get a time, however it is preferred that the 
times used for swim meet entries have been swum in an actual swim meet.

Be careful not to enter a made up time that is too fast as this can be very 
disheartening for your child particularly if they compete and finish 25 metres 
behind everyone else.
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Preparing for a Swim Meet

Everything a swimmer does in training is part of their preparation for their next 
swim meet. Leading up to a competition it is important that the swimmer focuses 
on their racing skills including starts, turns and finishes. Swimmers should get 
plenty of rest in the couple of days leading up to a competition and should go to 
bed early for the two nights prior to a swim meet.

If the meet is longer than one day, many swimmers take the opportunity to have 
a short sleep in the middle of the day especially if they have to go back to swim 
finals at night. This is highly recommended on the condition they don’t sleep for 
too long and they can get to sleep at a reasonable time at night if it is a multi-day 
meet.

Leading up to a competition, coaches will often give their swimmers an 
opportunity to practice their pre-race warm-up routines so that the swimmer 
is comfortable with what to do on the day. These may include dryland and 
swimming activities.

The swimmer should pack their swimming bag the night before and check they 
have everything they need including a couple of pairs of bathers, a couple of 
pairs of goggles, a couple of swim caps, their team uniform, a couple of towels 
and some warm clothes if needed. Also include a water bottle to ensure the body 
remains hydrated throughout the day. Parents will normally assist their children 
by organising some food for the day that can be packed prior to going to the 
meet.

Finally, before going to bed (early), the swimmer should set their own alarm to 
wake themselves up at the appropriate time, preferably at least 2 hours before 
they first race so that their body has plenty of time to wake-up. Also allow plenty 
of time to get to the pool for warm-up.

Pre-race Preparation

The swimmer should prepare by eating a good breakfast and double checking 
they have everything they need in their swimming bag.

It is important to arrive at the competition pool at least one hour prior to most 
swim meets to allow the swimmer time to familiarize themselves with the pool 
layout, speak to their coach, complete any necessary dryland exercises to warm-
up and then be ready to dive in for their pre-race warm-up.
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The length of the warm-up will vary depending on the swimmer’s age, ability 
level, the warm-up time available and when they are racing.

Coaches will encourage swimmers to practice their starts and turns as part of the 
warm-up process. These should be done at race speeds to ensure the swimmer is 
aware of when the wall is coming up, especially in backstroke. They will also be 
encouraged to finish into the wall at the end of each length to familiarize themselves 
with the distance from the black tee on the bottom of the pool to the wall.

Swimmers are encouraged to arrive early and become 
familiar with the pool they are going to race in.

Once the athlete has finished their warm-up they should keep their muscles 
warm by dressing fully. What a swimmer wears will depend on the time of the 
year and humidity within the pool area. I see too many young children just sit 
around in their bathers after their warm-up waiting for their first event. The 
result is their core body temperature decreases and their muscles cool down, 
negating the affects of completing a warm-up.

Around the age of 10 years, swimmers will realise that completing a warm-up 
in an old pair of bathers and then changing into their racing bathers will make 
them feel good and also enable them to get fully dressed and keep their clothes 
dry before their first event.
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At most meets, swimmers will need to report for their race at least two events 
prior and in some cases three events prior to their event. This is normally 
announced at the beginning of each day of competition. Alternatively, there are 
many swim meets around the world that use various other marshalling systems 
including a positive check in the night before or morning of the event. An 
alternative marshalling method is used in many countries, where the swimmer is 
expected to be behind their allocated lane around three heats prior to their heat, 
ready to swim.

Before moving down to report for their race, the swimmer should see their coach 
for any last minute race instructions, tips or reminders on what they have been 
working on in training in preparation for the race. 

Race Time

In each race, the swimmer should focus on the process and aim to get everything 
right. This should be done together with swimming as fast as they can, using 
an effective stroke pattern and pacing that has been developed and practiced 
in training. Many of the skills required in a race will become a habit over time, 
enabling the athlete to focus on new improvements.

Most coaches will work with each swimmer to develop a race plan for each 
event. For a 100m freestyle race for a junior swimmer this may be as simple as 
“Swimming just about flat out on the first 50m, accelerate the turn, build the 
first 3 strokes out of the turn maintaining good stroke length, then accelerate 
through to the 75m mark, go harder again while maintaining your stroke, then 
sprint the last 15m”.

Once a swimmer completes a race, a swim down is important to swim out 
any lactic acid that may have built up in the race. Swim downs become more 
important as the athlete gets older so it is a good habit to begin at a young age. 
The coach will guide the swimmer on how far to swim down and what to do.

After each race, the swimmer should speak to their coach about their performance. 
The coach will provide feedback on what the swimmer did well and what could 
be improved. This also enables the swimmer to provide feedback to the coach on 
how they felt throughout the race. The swimmer’s feedback can assist the coach 
when it comes time to develop the training programs for future weeks.

Many parents will be tempted to provide their child with their own feedback. 
Resist this temptation and allow your child to focus on the coach’s feedback. As 
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mentioned earlier, leave the coach to do the coaching and make sure you love, 
support and care for your child regardless of their performance.

Using a race plan in each event is critical to the success of a 
swimmer. It provides them with a plan to follow.

Recording Times Swum

It is important that parents assist their children to keep a record of the times they 
swim in races. When it comes time to enter swim meets, parents can utilise these 
times to enter the meet. This is especially important if the swim meet your child 
is entering has qualifying times.

Times can be kept in a small exercise book or on an excel spreadsheet. The later 
option provides parents who have good computer skills with the opportunity to 
graph their child’s performance over time. This is a useful visual tool to show 
your child their improvement over time.

Items to include in your ‘swim time book’ include the distance, stroke, date, 
competition name, whether it was long course (swum in a 50m pool) or short 
course (swum in a 25m pool), the time swum and the splits.

What are splits?
Splits are the time taken for each 50m or 25m of an event. Often coaches will 
provide swimmers with their splits in 50m brackets so for a 200m event they 
will get four 50m times that add up to the final time. Recording splits is a great 
educational tool for children to learn how to pace a race. 
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Parent Attendance at Swim Meets

Many children want their parents to come along, support them and watch them 
race at swim meets.

Swimmers can benefit greatly from the support and 
unconditional love provided by their parents at swim meets. 

Other children may feel increased pressure if their parents are there and prefer 
to race without that pressure.

Talk to your child and discuss how they feel when you attend their competitions. 
If they have any concerns, then talk it through with them and ensure you are 
not putting any extra pressure on them. Reinforce with them that you love 
them unconditionally and explain to them that you would like to support them 
whenever you can.

I have seen both extremes many times over the years. At one end of the spectrum 
are parents who attend every swim meet and sit with their child the whole time. 
These parents, whether they mean to or not, teach their child to rely on them for 
everything they do including what they eat, when they eat, when they warm-up, 
when they go to report for their swim and some even provide them with race 
instructions. These parents will often avoid volunteering to time keep at meets 
because they believe their child will not swim well without their assistance. It is 
important that children have the opportunity to look after themselves and are 
encouraged to become more independent over time.

At the other extreme are parents who do not attend any swim meets, drop their 
child off and take no interest in their swimming. These children learn to become 
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independent quickly, which is great; however they miss out on crucial family 
support that they need and may desire.

Ideally, parents should meet somewhere in the middle of these two extremes. 
Particularly while their children are young, I would recommend they attend the 
swim meets with them. Throughout my entire swimming and coaching career, 
I participated in an environment whereby the swimmers all sat together in the 
front rows and the parents all sat together behind them. The team spirit and 
excitement amongst the swimmers led to first-class performances and the vibe 
within the club was excellent. Encourage your child to sit with their teammates.

If you do attend regular swim meets, offer to time-keep on a regular basis so 
that your child gradually learns some independence. When you do this, you 
are still there supporting them however they get the opportunity to look after 
themselves and mix with their friends. 

At swim meets, mix with parents from other squads and Clubs and share your 
experiences about swimming and other things going on in the world…it doesn’t 
all need to be about swimming!

When your child gets the opportunity to go on a trip with their teammates, 
let them go and develop their independence. As they get older, these trips may 
develop into multi-day training camps or competitions and the initial experience 
will be invaluable for them.

Parent Behaviour at Swim Meets

In sport, there are often stories of the ugly parent; however this is one area that 
swimming does not have many problems. A majority of parents realise the need 
to support other swimmers in their squad or club as well as their own child. This 
is observed every weekend at the local swim meet where parents provide support 
to their children and others.

When it comes to the actual competition, many parents feel quite emotional 
leading up to their child’s race, some to the extent that they may even feel sick. If 
you show your child that you are nervous then this may affect their performance. 
There is no need to get nervous. Swimming is their sport, not yours. Relax and 
enjoy watching your child go through new experiences. 

Some parents will get very excited during a race, particularly if your own child is 
in a position to win a medal or achieve a qualifying time for a higher level meet. 

It is important to 
show an interest 
and your support 
for your child at 
competitions. 

It is their time to try 
new things and all 
you need to do is 
provide them with 
positive support and 
reassurance.
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This is a natural reaction because you have invested so much time and energy 
into their swimming life and you want to see them succeed. Try to control 
yourself so that you do not fall all over other spectators and drown them out 
with your cheers of encouragement. Be considerate of other members from your 
Club or your child’s squad who may be in the same race.

Never encourage your child to “beat” another swimmer from the same club, or 
any club for that matter. Swimmers should be focusing on what they can control; 
their own performances. They should not be thinking about any other swimmer 
in the race.

After a race, congratulate children who have swum well however never discuss 
with another child his or her good or poor performance or tell them their time 
before the coach or their own parents have the opportunity to.

You will notice that I used the word respond in the last sentence. The word used 
by many parents would be react, however reacting to a poor swim or a time that 
wasn’t quick enough can be very damaging.

At every swim meet, there will be at least one parent who reacts to a perceived 
poor swim. Swimmers can work out very quickly if their parent is pleased with 
their performance by reading their facial expressions and body language. Parents 
who berate their child in front of their peers or their coach in regards to their 
performance are doing themselves and their child a great disservice. These are 
often the same parents who play the ‘blame game’ and blame the coach for the 
poor performance rather than realising their child just may not be up to it on 
this particular day.

Parents who treat their child differently based on how they perform at swimming 
competitions will see their relationship with their child disintegrate over the 
years. In many cases the child will also choose to discontinue swimming.

This goes also for parents who behave well at swim meets and then when 
they get in the car to drive home blast their child for their performance. This 
is also unacceptable. Remember to love and care for your child regardless of 
performance. If you are disappointed, they will be 10 times more disappointed 
than you!

Choose to respond rather than react. Be aware of your child’s feelings and the 
work that the coach and your child have done together. Responding requires you 
to think first, which can in many cases avoid a confrontation with your child or 
their coach.

Parenting at swim 
meets can be quite 

easy if your child 
is swimming well 

and even easier 
if all the children 

in their squad are 
swimming well. 

However if your child 
does not perform to 

your expectations, 
or theirs, then you 

need to monitor 
carefully how you 

respond.
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Another common tool used by parents to ‘encourage’ their children to swim 
faster is ‘bribery’ or ‘rewards for performance’. Rewarding a child with money 
or a gift based on their performance sends the wrong message to a child of any 
age. I have observed many children get very excited because they won a race or 
achieved a time and the sole reason for their excitement is because they are going 
to receive some money for their performance from their parents.  

I am yet to meet a coach who supports a monetary reward system for young 
children because it devalues the focus of getting the process right and the results 
will come. A majority of swimmers who are motivated by ‘winning money’ for 
their swimming performance fail to reach their full potential and give up the 
sport early because their source of motivation is not the love and enjoyment 
of the sport. There may be one; however I am yet to meet a top line swimmer 
whose parents motivated them in this way at a young age.

And finally, set the example and be happy for other swimmers achievements 
in your club and the achievements of your child’s competitors. Swimming is a 
sport, it’s not life or death and it is important that all parents support all of the 
children who do such a wonderful job at these competitions.

Comparing Children

The development of children through the ages of 10 to 13 years will play a very 
important part in a child’s swimming success. In many cases, children who have 
matured earlier will be very competitive in short distance events like 50 metre and 
100 metre events. Events of 200 metres and longer will often favour children who 
have attended training and have the necessary fitness and skills to be successful. 

Other reasons include the number of sessions they are doing each week, the 
time allocated to each session, the distance the children swim in training and the 
technique of the children involved.

While the easiest way for us to measure improvement is by looking at competition 
results, parents should be very careful not to compare one child’s performance to 
another. This is very difficult to do as there will always be a number of parents 
in each swimming club who are aware of their own children’s personal best 
times and the times of every other swimmer in their age group, both within and 
outside of their own Club. 

Some parents focus on providing their own child with the support necessary to 
be successful in swimming and life. These same parents may fail to remember 

There are many 
reasons why one 
child may beat 
another child. 
The most critical 
is the stage of 
development a child 
is at when they are 
competing. 

Improvement is 
also dependant 
on natural ability, 
frequency, duration, 
concentration and 
motivation (the 
athletes desire to 
achieve).
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every time swum by their child and have no knowledge of their competitor’s 
times. This is fine and they should not feel bad or guilty when another parent 
is telling them when their own child has done a personal best time. There is 
no need to feel this way. So long as you provide a supportive and encouraging 
environment for your child, you are doing everything right.

Relays and Relay Selection

Relays can be very exciting for children and for most of them, they are a very 
positive experience. The hard part comes when you have 5 or 6 swimmers vying 
for 4 positions in a relay team and someone is going to miss out on being a part 
of the team. This happens from a club level right through to National teams at 
the Olympics and there is never an easy solution.

Each Club or team will have their own relay selection guidelines that should 
be followed and these will normally sit on the foundation that the fastest four 
swimmers in a freestyle relay or fastest combination of swimmers in a medley 
relay shall be selected.

Coaches are often in the best position to make decisions on ‘selecting the 
final swimmer for a relay’ because they are aware of their training and racing 
performances.

The communication of relay decisions to swimmers affected both positively and 
negatively by a selection is critical. This should be done first to the swimmer and 
depending on the situation and age of the swimmer, also expressed to the parent. 
Whether or not you feel a coach or team manager has made the right or wrong 
decision it is important that parents provide support to these leaders. Someone 
has to make a decision and it is often the coach who wears the brunt of it.

In my experience over the past 20 years I would say that the coaches get a 
majority of these hard decisions right, at all levels of the sport.

If your child is the one who misses out on a relay, encourage them to support the 
team and they can set a goal to make that relay team next time.

Long Course versus Short Course Meets

Long course swim meets are conducted in a pool of 50 metres in length. Short 
course swim meets are conducted in a pool of 25 metres in length. Times swum 
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in a short course meet are often faster because swimmers get an opportunity to 
push off the wall more often than in a 50m pool.

A 50 metre pool can look very long for a young 
swimmer…and for many older swimmers! 

In the USA many pools are 25 yards in length and these pools and the races 
conducted in them are referred to short course yards.

Length of Meets

Swim meets are conducted by many clubs as a form of fundraising and for this 
reason, clubs look to maximize the number of entrants to ensure they not only 
cover the rising costs of pool hire but also make a tidy profit. 

Ideally swim meets for children aged 13 years and under should go for no longer 
than 3 to 3 ½ hours and for teenagers no longer than 4 hours. There are many 
swim meets around the world that can go all day leading to less than optimal 
performances from some swimmers.

To reduce the length of swim meets, many swimming organisations, including 
Clubs, schedule different age groups in the morning (eg 13/u events) and other 
ages (eg. 14 years and over) in the afternoon. By doing this, a swimmer should 
only need to attend the meet for half a day.
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Disqualified Swimmers

Over the years I have seen many upset children or irate parents discussing a 
disqualification with a referee on pool deck or with their child’s coach. If your 
child is disqualified it is because the referee has noticed that they are not doing 
an aspect of their stroke or their start, turn or finish according to the rules. The 
rules are standardised all over the world, so it would not matter who is refereeing 
on the day, the rules must be followed.

A majority of children will be disqualified at some stage in their swimming career 
and the way you handle this situation as a parent is very important. Encourage 
the child to discuss the disqualification openly and to consult their coach to see 
how they can help so that they will not be disqualified next time.

For some children, the first time they are disqualified it will feel like the sky is 
falling in. Be there to comfort them but don’t let them dwell on the situation. 
Keep moving forward and encourage them for their next race or training session.

Shane Gould explains her first disqualification as follows “At one inter-club meet 
in those early days at San Souci, I won a breaststroke event, only to be disqualified 
for ‘dropping a leg’. I was shocked, and Mum and Dad were dismayed at the 
harshness of such a ruling against a nine year old. But it was a lesson that strokes 
had to be mastered correctly. I got the message.” 12

Disqualifications are a necessary part of our sport and they provide an even 
playing field for all competitors. Used correctly, disqualifications can be a catalyst 
to improve an aspect of a swimmer’s stroke, start, turn or finish.

Measuring Improvement

The most obvious method for measuring improvement in a swimmer is a 
comparison of the time swum at a swim meet against their previous personal 
best time. This is however only one measurement tool that should be used to 
measure a swimmers improvement.

Swimmers need to use different racing strategies throughout the season to put 
together the best race possible. Coaches will experiment with varying race plans 
executed at different swim meets to assist swimmers to achieve this. Swimmers 
also compete in swim meets at different stages of a preparation—in hard training, 

12 Gould, Shane; 2000, Tumble Turns, HarperCollins Publishers 

Your child 
disqualified 
themselves.
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in the quality phase, during school terms, during school holidays, after a hard 
training session…and will achieve varying results depending on these factors. If 
their time is not close to their best, it does not necessarily mean that they are 
not trying.

There is however a really good way for swimmers to measure their improvement 
over time. Swimmers should look back at the times they achieved at the same 
swim meet last year and compare them with the times they do this year. For 
example write down your times from the major Long Course Championships last 
season and at the completion of the current year’s Long Course Championship 
write down your current times. This provides you with a meaningful comparison 
at the same stage of the season and same stage of preparation. Do not base 
results on one particular swim meet but try to remember the whole season as a 
reflection on improvements. 

Training Immediately after a Competition

Extended time off following a competition period may result in substantial 
reductions of a swimmer’s aerobic capacity. 

It is sound practice for coaches to train swimmers aged 12 years upwards 
aerobically for 3 or 4 days, twice daily immediately following a competition, 
then if necessary have one or two weeks of active rest. This practice will have the 
effect of halting or reversing the decline of aerobic conditioning and full training 
can be resumed, with the swimmer being more appropriately positioned to take 
on the harder work.

Active rest may include going for walks, playing in the park each day or doing 
other sporting activities.

Not all programs use this philosophy and I do admit it is very difficult to get 
both parents and swimmers to engage in these additional sessions after a major 
swim meet. However the result of doing this is very beneficial to the swimmers 
for their next preparation.

Swim meets can be very exciting for everyone involved and they can also lead 
to moments of despair. Always support your child at swim meets and provide 
a loving, nurturing and caring environment for them regardless of how they 
perform on the day.

Many parents and 
swimmers expect 
swimmers to 
improve every time 
they compete in an 
event. This is not 
going to happen.  
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Swimmers may train anywhere from 3 times per week to 10 times per week. 
Their training may include morning and afternoon sessions, spending 
up to four hours per day in the water. Each session can range from 3km 

to 8km depending on the age, ability and phase of training the swimmer is in. 
Swimming is a highly anaerobic sport, with aerobic metabolism increasing as 
the race distance increases. Races can last between 22 seconds and 20 minutes 
with many swimmers required to race between 1 and 4 events in the one day. A 
swimmer must be able to maintain a high level of energy throughout training 
and competitions and the appropriate nutritional intake is essential to achieve 
this.

Nutrition for swimmers is very important for their overall health, growth, 
development and performance. Swimmers who develop good nutrition habits are 
able to train better, compete better, stay mentally alert longer and recover more 
quickly from training and competitions. Throughout training and competition, 
it is important to stay as healthy as possible to ensure that you perform at your 
highest level. 

Swimmers who do not develop good nutrition habits will become tired and 
lethargic more quickly and may even struggle to maintain their enjoyment with 
swimming. Young swimmers who eat too little, risk mild under-nutrition and 
may suffer from poor growth and delayed maturation.

Now kids can be fussy with food and developing healthy eating habits with 
young children and teenagers usually requires a lot of work.

As they are developing and becoming more involved in swimming, encourage 
them to eat a wide variety of nutritious foods. By providing them with the right 
foods you will ensure their bodies receive an adequate intake of all the essential 

For each swimmer, 
a sufficient 

or inefficient 
nutritional intake 

can, and most likely 
will, affect their 

performance.
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nutrients. If they are after a snack, ensure you are stocked with low fat, high 
carbohydrate snacks that you can offer whenever required. Swimmers will have 
days when they are really hungry and others when they are not, so it is important 
to encourage them to eat to their appetite which will vary on any given day.

Ensure your child maintains a healthy body weight. You can assist in this area by 
balancing their energy intake with the energy expenditure.

If you are concerned about your child’s eating habits then seek professional 
advice from a sports dietitian or a sports doctor.

High Performance Eating Strategies

Swimmers require a high energy, high carbohydrate diet to support the high 
energy demands of training. Once swimmers start training twice per day, they 
need high carbohydrate snacks and drinks to assist their recovery. Swimmers, like 
all sports people with high-energy requirements, should increase the number of 
snacks they eat during the day and make use of energy dense foods.

Wholemeal pasta is a favourite meal for many swimmers. It is 
recommended that swimmers eat low fat sauces with any pasta dish.  

Provided on the following pages are the six steps that parents should be aware of, 
and swimmers should be educated about, to ensure your child is a well prepared 
athlete when it comes to nutrition.

Fluid intake is 
equally as important 
as eating the right 
foods at the right 
time, as children 
can overheat or 
dehydrate very 
quickly. Swimmers, 
like all sportspeople, 
require plenty of 
fluids before, during 
and after sport.
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Step 1—Eat More Carbohydrates
Carbohydrates provide swimmers with the energy that assists in maintaining a 
level of fitness, stamina and endurance throughout training and competitions. 
Carbohydrate is stored in the muscle as glycogen. Carbohydrates are an efficient 
energy source but during activity over a long period of time, they can be depleted. 
Throughout training and competition, glycogen provides swimmers with the 
energy they need to perform to the best of their ability. As they exercise, the 
glycogen stores decrease, which then results in fatigue. 

To increase glycogen stores, it is important to have a high carbohydrate diet with 
a focus on unrefined carbohydrates like wholemeal bread, cereals, brown rice, 
wholemeal pasta, dried beans, peas, potato, corn and fruit.

The advantages of unrefined carbohydrates include:

 ӫ They provide sustained energy release;
 ӫ They are high in fibre content;
 ӫ They are low in fat;
 ӫ They are cholesterol free, and
 ӫ They are high in vitamins and minerals, particularly B-group vitamins.

Listed below are a variety of foods that are high in carbohydrate. These should 
form the foundation of the nutrition plan for your child.

Breads 
(wholemeal)

Cereals Vegetables Beans & 
Lentils

Fruit (fresh, 
dried, tinned)

Dairy Foods 
(all low fat)

Pita bread Oats Potato Baked beans Apple Milk

Scones Porridge Turnip Kidney beans Banana Yoghurt

Rolls Muesli Sweet corn Salad bean 
mix

Cherry Ice Cream

Pancakes Vita Brits Parsnip Kiwifruit

Muffins Weeties Beetroot Grapes

Crumpets Oat Flakes Broccoli Mango

Puffed Wheat Green peppers Orange

Table 1: Examples of Foods that are High in Carbohydrates

Ideally swimmers 
should consume a 

diet high in complex 
carbohydrates and 

low in fat, with 
adequate protein 

and fibre, as well as 
enough fluid.
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Step 2: Eat Less Fat
Dietary fat is the fat we eat including the butter on bread, the oil in which chips 
are cooked and the cream in milk. We all need to eat a small amount of fat for 
good health however almost without exception, we eat too much. A high intake of 
fat, if taken at the expense of carbohydrate, will impair swimming performance. 
Too much fat may also lead to development of cardiovascular disease. 

Fats are stored in the body mainly in the form of triglycerides, cholesterol and 
phospholipids. Like carbohydrates, one of the main functions of fat is to provide 
energy. 

Many foods that children like contain fats. The problem with eating fats is that 
they are harder to convert into fuel and therefore if they are not used as an 
energy source the body stores it as body fat.

Listed below are a number of different ways to decrease your child’s fat intake. 
These include:

 ӫ Avoiding high fat take-away meals that include fried or fatty foods like 
pizza, fried chicken, fish in batter, hamburgers, fried dim sims, spring 
rolls and potato chips;

 ӫ Cut out foods that have a high fat content like pastries, pies, cream 
cakes, chocolate biscuits, potato chips, slices and other snack-type foods.

 ӫ Trim all visible fat from meats before cooking;
 ӫ Eat white meat instead of eating red meat;
 ӫ Cut down the amount of fat used in cooking; this includes butter, 

margarine, dripping, oils and creams;
 ӫ Using butter and cream sparingly. When you do buy them, choose the 

low fat items;
 ӫ Avoid, or at least limit, the intake of fatty foods like ice-cream and chocolates;

As a parent it is also important to be aware of the hidden fats. Always make sure 
that you read the label.

Step 3: Eat Enough Protein
Proteins are essential ingredients in every person’s diet with the main question 
being how much and what type. While protein is an important part of every 
swimmer’s diet, excess protein is primarily converted to fat.

Contrary to popular belief, protein makes a relatively small contribution to 
energy. It is however important to eat a balanced diet with some protein to 
ensure the growth of muscles, hair, skin and blood cells.
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Protein enhances muscle growth and aids in recovery. Like carbohydrates, 
protein can be used as an energy source, but it is only a secondary source.

When choosing protein foods, remember that animal sources of protein provide 
all the essential amino acids and are of a high nutritional value. 

Foods high in protein include: chicken, eggs, fish, canned tuna, salmon in brine, 
chicken and turkey (without the skin), lean red meat, rabbit, shellfish and low fat 
dairy products.

Step 4: Eat Plenty of Dietary Fibre
A diet high in fibre is very important as the fibre can regulate the absorption of 
food and therefore slow down the release of food and provide a steady release 
of energy.

Foods that are high on fibre include whole grain products, cereals, fruit, 
vegetables, nuts and legumes (peas and beans).

Step 5: Adequate Intake of Vitamins and Minerals
Vitamins and minerals are essential for every person’s health and are essential 
for swimmers to achieve optimal physical performance. In general, the well 
nourished swimmer who eats a well balanced diet should be getting all the 
vitamins and minerals they need. 

To assist parents to provide their children with a well-balanced diet with the 
maximum nutrient value in their food try the following:

 ӫ Buy fresh food that has not been stored for too long;
 ӫ Do not overcook food as certain vitamins may be destroyed in the 

process;
 ӫ Avoid the loss of micro-nutrients leaking out when you boil vegetables. 

Try steaming or microwaving them instead;
 ӫ Try to buy unprocessed food by buying wholemeal products;

Vitamins that assist in the conversion of carbohydrates to energy include 
Vitamin A (green or orange food), Vitamin C (Citrus fruits) and Vitamin E 
(whole grains). lron and calcium are also very important minerals to include in a 
swimmer’s diet, especially for females.

A multi-vitamin or mineral supplement may be useful in hard training however 
I would recommend consulting with your sports doctor first. 
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Step 6: Drink Plenty of Water
Our body weight consists of at least 60% water, so a loss of water through sustained 
swimming or other exercise can and will affect a swimmers performance. When 
a swimmer participates in strenuous exercise like training or competition, their 
core body temperature will increase. The body responds by increasing sweating, 
which leads to loss of water from the body. 

It is vital that swimmers continually replace fluid throughout training, and other 
activities like school and work, so that they always remain hydrated. 

Hydration is so important that we cover this topic in more detail under the 
heading “Fluids” in a few pages time.

Nutrition … Training and Competitions

Some children will feel like eating before morning training and others will not. 
It is important that all children try to eat something prior to and immediately 
after each training session. 

For early morning training sessions a piece of toast and a glass of juice is a 
popular choice. Many children choose to eat in the car on the way to training 
so toast, a breakfast bar or piece of fresh fruit are good choices. It is important 
that swimmers prepare the night before and ensure they have packed suitable 
food and drinks with them for pre and post training. Swimmers should eat a full 
breakfast after training especially if they are going on to school.

As swimmers get older and progress up to a higher level squad, they usually train 
twice per day. A recovery snack immediately following each training session is 
essential to help refuel the muscles for the following training session. 

Sports drinks, lollies, fruit, muesli bars, sandwiches and low fat muffins are all 
great foods for recovery and should be eaten within 30 minutes of a training 
session or race. Following this a more substantial meal containing both 
carbohydrates and protein is required.

Eating the right foods before, during and after competition is essential to ensure 
maximum performance on the day and on subsequent days. It is important for 
swimmers to minimise variations to the food they eat on race day compared with 
what they eat every other day of the year.  

For replenishment 
of energy, it is vital 
to eat something 
high in carbohydrate 
within the 20-30 
minutes after the 
activity. 
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Carbohydrate loading is not encouraged as much for competitive swimming as 
it is for some other sports. Carbohydrate loading is however recommended for 
endurance events including marathon swimming, long-distance running and 
triathlons. 

As teenage swimmers prepare for swim meets they will learn how to taper. 
Swimmers tapering in the period of time leading into a competition may need 
to reduce their food intake to avoid any unwanted gains in body fat. Because the 
swimmer may not burn up the same amount of energy in the week or two before 
a major competition, they do not require the same food intake as they do in hard 
training. Many swimmers will naturally not feel hungry, so as a parent resist the 
temptation to force feed them.

The best foods to eat prior to a competition are low fat, high carbohydrate meals. 
These should be eaten between 2 and 4 hours prior to competing. Fluid is also 
important at this time.

For competitions where your child is racing in the morning, a normal breakfast 
should be satisfactory.

An example of an ideal breakfast would be toast topped with honey or jam, a 
glass of orange juice and some fresh fruit. Other choices may include cereal with 
low fat milk and a piece of fruit or pancake with syrup and a glass of juice.

For a snack, one hour prior to a race your child should eat food items like fresh 
fruit, fruit bars, fruit juice or dry biscuits. Some swimmers also like to have a 
small drink of a liquid meal like Sustagen Sport or a smoothie.

For lunch, smart and popular choices include salad rolls, rice cakes, fruit juice, 
baked potato or coleslaw. Sandwiches with low fat fillings are also very good as 
a meal around lunchtime.

For a pre-race dinner, try a small amount of pasta with a low fat sauce, a boiled 
or baked potato, some lean meat, bread, vegetables or salad.

Many swimmers will want something closer to their race as well and a small 
snack such as a muesli bar, fruit or dried fruit can be eaten up to an hour prior 
to the race. 

Prior to leaving for a swim meet, ensure that your child has packed a variety of 
nutritious snacks to take with them. Self-catering is advised rather than relying 
on the swimming pool’s local canteen. Most swimming pool canteens do not 
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offer nutritious snacks. In fact many serve a number of foods that are high in fat 
and will adversely affect the performance of your child should they indulge in 
some of these food products.

Swimmers should refuel between events by consuming some high carbohydrate 
snacks and drinks. 

At swim meets your child may have different rest periods between events. 
Sometimes these rest periods will be less than 30 minutes and at other times 
they may be more than two hours. 

Less than 30 minutes 
between races

30 to 60 minutes 
between races

1 to 2 hours between 
races

More than 2 hour 
between races

Fluids including sports 
drinks or juices

Bread with honey or 
jam or even a banana

Pasta, rice or noodle 
dish with low fat sauce

A more substantial 
meal or meal 
replacement

Glucose lollies Sports bars Sandwiches

Fruit Cereal bars Bread rolls

Low fat muesli bars

Table 2: Eating During a Swim Meet—What to Eat and When

It is important for all athletes to consume food high in carbohydrate immediately 
after racing at a swimming competition. 

Ideal dinners include steamed rice, potatoes, salads or lean meat. Some swimmers 
will like pasta or noodle based meals as an alternative to rice.

Nutrition…Some Family Tips

It is important for parents to be positive role models for their children and assist 
them to develop a healthy interest in a variety of foods. 

Breakfast is an essential meal, and particularly important for swimmers. Breakfast 
also helps with a child’s ability to think and their vitality at school. Breakfast 
cereals together with canned fruit and reduced fat milk are an ideal breakfast 
meal.

If your child is hungry, consider providing snacks like toasted sandwiches, low fat 
soup, chopped up fruit or low fat yoghurt.

HINT: 
READ FOOD LABELS

Generally, if a product 
label indicates that a 
product contains more 
than 10 grams of fat 
per 100 grams, it is 
considered too high.

It should be stressed 
that foods labelled 
“low”, “light”, or 
“reduced” may 
not necessarily be 
indicating their levels 
of fat content, and 
that they could be 
indicating that some 
other ingredient of 
the food may be “low”, 
“light’, or “reduced”.
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All members of your family should drink plenty of water. Encourage your 
children to drink water rather than cordial, fruit juice or soft drinks. 

On occasions offer your children foods that are sweet or known as high fat foods. 
These must not be eaten every day, however they can be used as treats (once a week).

All members of your family should remain active and while swimmers often do 
this as a part of their training, it is important that you also spend some time with 
them in activities like walking, going to the park, dancing together or shooting 
the basketball or netball.

As girls develop, many of them struggle to maintain low body fat levels. 
Swimmers watching their body fat levels should follow a low fat eating plan in 
an effort maximise performance and promote their long-term good health. 

Finally you should always keep an eye on your children and ensure that they are 
eating well, staying well hydrated and remain active each day.

Fluids

All sports men and women sweat when they do physical exercise. This is 
quite noticeable on athletes in sports like athletics, tennis, hockey, basketball 
and netball. As the swimmers are in the swimming pool, they do not notice 
themselves sweating, with the result that many swimmers do not drink enough 
water to replace the lost water. If the temperature of the water is high, or they 
are training outdoors in the sun, the sweat loss can be significant. 

Most swimmers will require between 2 and 3 litres of fluid per day to stay 
hydrated. There is a simple test a swimmer can do to check how much fluid they 
are losing in each training session. They can weigh themselves before and after 
each session. For each kilogram of weight they lose during a training session, 
one and a half litres of fluids needs to be replaced.

Warning signs of dehydration include dizziness and light-headedness, feelings of 
nausea, possible muscle cramps, dark urine, a dry mouth and headaches. 

Performance decreases through dehydration; as the blood thickens it restricts 
the amount of blood circulating through the body per heartbeat. 

Sports drinks are suitable fluids during long training sessions as they contain 
carbohydrates and electrolytes along with fluid. 

Swimmers who fail 
to replace fluid loss 
during exercise will 

become dehydrated. 

Feeling thirsty is a 
sign of dehydration. 

Dehydration will 
cause a decrease in 

performance. Thirst 
is one of the last 

signs that your body 
needs water.
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Below are some tips on how to stay hydrated.

 ӫ Drink fluids before exercise—drink regularly throughout the day with 
up to 500ml 30 minutes before training;

 ӫ Drink fluids during training. Water bottles are essential for all swimmers 
and they should be used on a continual basis throughout each session.

 ӫ Drink plenty of fluids after exercise. If necessary, have a fresh bottle 
ready for the completion of each training session.

The best fluids to drink are water and sports drinks.

SOME POINTS TO REMEMBER ON FLUIDS

 ӫ Keep drinks handy to poolside during all training sessions and warm-
ups at competitions

 ӫ Avoid drinks containing caffeine as they are diuretic—eg. tea, coffee, 
cocoa, cola drinks & alcohol.

 ӫ Ensure an athletes fluid intake is 150ml—250ml every 20 minutes 
during exercise

 ӫ If urine is clear the person is generally well hydrated
 ӫ Regular trips to the toilet indicate satisfactory hydration
 ӫ Extreme levels of dehydration can be life threatening
 ӫ As you can see, maintaining hydration is critical for good performances 

both in raining and at competitions.

For those parents who would like more information on nutrition for swimmers 
go to www.NutritionForSwimmers.com.
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Rest and recovery are extremely important for all swimmers to be able to 
cope with the stresses of both training and competition. Learning how 
to recover properly can ensure the body is in prime working order for 

the next training session or race.

If a swimmer does not take rest and recovery seriously then a failure to recover 
from strenuous exercise can lead to excessive fatigue, poor performance and 
illness. Swimmers need to listen to their body and implement recovery strategies 
as required. This is just as important as learning how to train.

Following the nutrition and fluid guidelines above will assist all swimmers 
with recovery. In particular keeping the body hydrated and re-fueling with 
carbohydrates are very important.

Stretching after a training session or a competition will assist in a swimmers 
recovery. Many swimmers enjoy using hot and cold showers to aid recovery or 
even a short spa. Self massage is another tool used by swimmers to aid recovery.

In the first 5 minutes after exercise a swimmer should drink and eat, do a short 
stretching session while they are still warm and walk around or move lightly for 
a couple of minutes.

In the 5 to 10 minutes after exercise a swimmer should continue to stretch and 
use self massage. They can also have a quick shower alternating between hot and 
cold water.

Within the first hour, the swimmer should drink plenty of fluid, have something 
more to eat and use some relaxing music or relaxing techniques to unwind.
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As mentioned earlier, another useful tip is for the swimmer to monitor themselves 
each day. They can do this by getting up at the same time each day, recording 
how they feel and checking their morning heart rate.

For swimmers, sleep is very important, especially once they begin early morning 
training sessions. Having enough sleep on the two nights preceding a competition 
is also very important.

Sleep allows your body and mind time to rest, recover and restore it’s energy 
levels so they go back to normal.

By getting enough sleep, swimmers can:

 ӫ Train harder;
 ӫ Compete better;
 ӫ Feel happier, and;
 ӫ Find it easier to concentrate and focus on what they need to do.

To get a good sleep, swimmers need a room that is quiet so that their body reaches 
a proper state of sleep quickly. The room also needs to be dark, as sunlight is a 
sign for your body to wake up. This is especially critical if your child wants to 
take a nap on a weekend during the day, which is quiet common for swimmers, 
or alternatively sleep in past 8:00am.

The room also needs to be relatively cool with approximately 18 to 19 degrees 
C as the most appropriate sleeping temperature. 

Their bed should also be comfortable with enough room for their growing 
bodies to move around and sleep in a relaxed position.
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I hope that you have enjoyed reading “Swimming for Parents” and it has 
helped you to further understand many facets of the sport. Remember, your 
child is not a swimmer; they are a person who happens to enjoy the sport of 

swimming. 

Progress in the sport of swimming does not just come from a persons size, 
strength and training. It comes from the development of the whole person 
including all the different facets that have been mentioned in this book. Your 
child’s character, values and behaviours are just as important as their physical 
qualities and capabilities.

It takes time for improvements to show in swimming and parents are encouraged 
to be supportive of their children at all times. Competitive swimming is a roller 
coaster ride for parents, swimmers and coaches, so hang on for the ride. Each 
individual child has a different rate of development. Some swimmers develop 
very quickly and then plateau and then develop again over time. Others may 
develop very slowly and reach their best at age 24 years or over.

Enjoy what is happening at the time. Look at the values and character building 
experiences that your child is exposed to and absorbing especially during the 
impressionable period of their life.

I encourage you to use this book as an on-going reference as your child develops 
and continues on in the sport of swimming. If you have any positive feedback 
or suggestions for future editions, please email them through to me at gary@
swimmingforparents.com.  

I would also appreciate if you did learn something from the book, that you 
recommend it to other members of your club or friends that you make around 
pool deck. Please encourage them to visit www.SwimmingForParents.com to 
buy a copy for their own reference.

mailto:gary@swimmingforparents.com
mailto:gary@swimmingforparents.com
http://www.SwimmingForParents.com
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Alternatively, if your swimming club or organisation is interested in educating 
swimming parents, they can use the pre-designed links and banners available at 
www.SwimmingForParents.com/resources. 

There is also a new affiliate program available for all swimming club who would 
like to promote and sell the book to their members and also raise some money 
for their club at the same time. Details for the affiliate program are available 
at: http://www.swimmingforparents.com/resources/affiliates.html. This 
is a great way to raise money and educate parents at the same time. A number 
of clubs have implemented this program and all current and new members are 
encouraged to purchase the book ‘Swimming for Parents’. 

I will finish off with a quote from my favourite author Wayne Dyer.

“Accept your children as perfect, as whole, and treat them as though they already 
are what they can become. Send them messages all the time that they are great, 
that they are terrific swimmers already…. Simply love them for what they are, 
and treat them as though they already are what they have become. 

This combination allows them to take control of their lives, and keeps them 
feeling positive about themselves in each moment that they are here. It gives 
them goals to shoot for, but it gives them unconditional love and acceptance of 
wherever they are in the pursuit of the goals they might have for themselves. 
Believe it or not, they have a lot more to teach you about living fully in the 
present than you have to teach them.” 13

Your child’s experience in swimming will come to an end one day in the future, 
and it may happen suddenly. Make sure that when it does end, that you do not 
look back and say “I wish I had enjoyed it more. I wish I hadn’t been obsessed 
about how my child was performing.”

If you currently have a child involved in swimming, or any sport for that matter, 
it’s not too late for you. Enjoy it. That’s it. Just enjoy it. It will all end too soon.

For parents, enjoy the people you meet, enjoy being involved in your Club, 
enjoy watching your child develop in many different ways both in and out of the 
pool and remember that we can all benefit from your child’s involvement in this 
great sport … and if they happen to also swim fast, that’s a bonus! 

13 Dyer, Wayne W., 2001, What Do You Really Want for Your Children, HarperCollins 
Publisher Inc.

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/resources
http://www.swimmingforparents.com/resources/affiliates.html
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One of the hardest aspects of swimming to understand is the many terms 
used on a regular basis by swimmers, coaches and parents. To assist you 
in understanding the sport and the language your children will use in 

swimming, provided below are many different terms used in the sport.

Age Group
Age group swimming often refers to events for swimmers aged 18 years and 
under.

Drill
Drills are used to teach swimmers more about each stroke. Some drills will be 
part of the stroke, example single arm freestyle, and others may be to improve a 
particular part of your stroke. 

Events
The most common events swum in competition swimming are:

50m, 100m, 200m, 400m, 800m & 1500m Freestyle
50m, 100m & 200m Backstroke
50m, 100m & 200m Breaststroke
50m, 100m & 200m Butterfly
100m, 200m & 400m Individual Medley

Individual Medley or IM
An Individual Medley, or IM as it is commonly known, is where a swimmer swims 
an equal distance of each of the four strokes in the order butterfly, backstroke, 
breaststroke and freestyle. For example the 200m Individual Medley is 50m 
butterfly, 50m backstroke, 50m breaststroke and 50m freestyle. The 100m IM is 
normally only swum in short course (25m or 25 yard length pools) competitions.
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Local Swimming Committee
Within the United States, there are fifty-nine (59) Local Swimming Committees 
(LSCs), made up of volunteers. Each LSC is responsible for administering USA 
Swimming activities in a defined geographical area and has its own set of bylaws 
under which it operates.

Long Course
Refers to a 50 metre length swimming pool

Marshal
To marshal is where a swimmer has to report for their race prior to competing 
in it. This is usually done 2 to 3 events prior to their scheduled event, unless the 
meet is conducted under self-marshalling rules.

Marshalling Room
Many swim meets use a marshalling room where swimmers marshal for their 
event. These rooms will differ with set up with many having 8 or 10 chairs 
across, depending on the number of lanes in the pool, and 4 to 6 rows for 4 to 6 
heats to be seated at once.

Meet
A meet or swim meet can also be known as a competition. 

National
Refers to events conducted by the National Swimming Organisation in 
your country. For example in Australia they have a number of Australian 
Championship events.

Open
Open events are open to swimmers of any age. 

Open Water
Open water events have become more popular since the inclusion of the 10km 
event at the Olympics. Events range from 5km to 10km to 25km and are 
conducted in open water venues like lakes, rivers, rowing courses or the ocean.

Personal Best time (PB)
Refers to the best time a swimmer has swum for that stroke and distance.

Qualifying Time
Time standards are set for many swim meets. These are advertised with the 
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swim meet program. If a swimmer has swum a time under the qualifying time for 
the age group they are eligible for, then they can enter that event.

Ranking
A ranking is a summary of the position that each swimmer finished in a race 
based on time or a point score. Rankings are also used to measure performance 
in each year or over a number of years. For an example of yearly or all-time 
rankings see http://www.swimclub.com.au/swimming_rankings.htm.

Short Course 
Refers to a 25 metre or 25 yard length swimming pool

Splits
If a swimmer is competing in a 100m event in a 50m pool, then their time for the 
first 50m is known as a split. Coaches use split times in 100m and over events to 
assist the swimmers to pace their race and swim faster next time.

Squad
A squad is a group of swimmers, normally of a similar level, who train together 
on a daily basis.

State
Refers to the State of Australia that the competition is held and usually refers to 
State level swim meets.

Swimming Season
There are generally two swimming seasons—a Short Course and Long Course 
season. In the Short Course season a majority of competitions are conducted 
in 25 metre or 25 yard length pools. In the Long Course Season, a majority of 
competitions are conducted in 50 metre length swimming pools.

Taper
A taper is reducing a swimmers workload and priming them to swim well leading 
into a major competition. There is a full explanation of ‘taper’ available in this book.

Wave
When swimmers are using multiple lanes and say 3 of them push off next to each 
other and then another 3, these are called waves.

Wet bag
A wet bag is a bag that swimmers carry all their equipment in, including kickboard, 
flippers, pullbouy etc. A wet bag is also known as a skills bag or gear bag.

http://www.swimclub.com.au/swimming_rankings.htm
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The following references are available from www.SwimmingFor 
Parents.com/books. I highly recommend these books, especially 
the ones written by Wayne Dyer and Jim Thompson.

Carnegie, Dale; 2006, How to Win Friends and Influence People, Random House 
Group 

Coates, Philippa; 2005, Raising Champions—A Parent’s Perspective, Lothian Books 

Dyer, Wayne W., 2001, What Do You Really Want for Your Children, HarperCollins 
Publisher Inc.

Gould, Shane; 2000, Tumble Turns, HarperCollins Publishers 

Maglischo, Ernest W., 1993, Swimming Even Faster, Mayfield Publishing Company 

Phelps, M., 2008, No Limits, The Will to Succeed, Simon & Schuster

Ransom, Brent, The Ideal Swimming Parent, extracted from www.usaswimming.org 

Stipek, D. & Seal, K., 2001, Motivated Minds: Raising Children to Love Learning, 
Henry Holt & Company

Thompson, J., 2003, The Double-Goal Coach, HarperCollins

http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
http://www.SwimmingForParents.com/books
http://www.usaswimming.org
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Swimming for Parents

Useful Websites

Swimming for Parents Additional Information:
www.SwimmingForParents.com  
To buy this book

www.SwimmingForParents.com/resources/affiliates.html  
Make money for your Swimming Club and educate your club members

www.SwimmingForParents.com/books 
To buy swimming related books

Book for Swimmers:
www.TheSwimmersBible.com 
A book for swimmers that can be read over and over again.

Nutrition for Swimmers:
www.NutritionForSwimmers.com 
Nutrition Guide for optimal performance. What to eat and when to eat it.

General Swimming websites:
www.SwimClub.com.au  
For all your swimming questions, information and rankings

www.SwimmingForParents.com/resources   
To buy swimming equipment

Swimming Technique:
www.swimFREESTYLEfast.com 
Freestyle tips

www.swimBACKSTROKEfast.com 
Backstroke tips

www.swimBREASTSTROKEfast.com 
Breaststroke tips

www.swimBUTTERFLYfast.com 
Butterfly tips


